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ABSTRACT

The reaction P + P + + + (anything) has been measured at the
CERN Intersecting Storage Rings. A large-acceptance magnetized-iron
spectrometer was employed, and muon pairs with masses between 2 and 25 GeV
were observed. We have accumulated a total of 7827 events with an
integrated luminosity of 1.12 - 1038 cm- 2 at = 62 GeV, and 1509 events
with a luminosity of 0.42 - 1038 cm -2 at = 44 GeV; presently the highest
available energies. The ISR collides protons against protons, hence the
data is free of corrections necessary for measurements made with nuclear
targets.

Cross-sections are given for J and T production, and an upper limit of
a< 40 - 10 - 3 8 cm 2 is set on new heavy resonances X -+ + + i for mX > 20 GeV.
The continuum is examined down to the smallest = m/v = 0.07. No
significant indication of scaling violation is seen in a comparison with
lower energy data. The measured cross-section is found to be a factor
1.6 above Drell-Yan predictions using structure functions determined from
deep-inelastic neutrino scattering data.

The dependence of dilepton production on XF= P,,/P(max), transverse

momentum, and helicity angle is measured. The XF distributions are
compared with Drell-Yan predictions. A steeper XF dependence is seen at
the T region than in the surrounding continuum. The helicity distributions
are described by the form 1 + n cos 2 (with -n > 1) and indications are
found for < 1 in the T region. The average transverse momentum is
observed to increase with mass and beam energy, reaching large values of up
to 2 GeV. The shape of the t distributions and dependence of <t> on mass
and s are compared with QCD calculations.

Fits are made to the proton sea-quark distributions, using
valence-quark parameterizations in the Drell-Yan formula derived from
neutrino scattering experiments.

Distributions of hadron multiplicity are presented, and an excess of
dimuons with no associated hadrons is observed at A; = 62 GeV. The mass
distributions of the hadronless dimuons are compared with predictions based
on the 2y process in proton collisions.
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SECTION I INTRODUCTION

Indications of pointlike constituents inside protons came from

deep-inelastic electron scattering experiments ) performed at SLAC in

1968, which measured the structure function vW2 and showed it to scale

as a function of the dimensionless quantity w - 2M v/q , independent of
2 P

v ( E - E' of the scattered electron) and q (q 4-momentum transfer)

separately. This behavior was understood ) in terms of incident

electrons scattering against point-like "partons" inside of the nucleons.

The deep-inelastic scattering process is sketched in Fig. I-1 (a).

The hadroproduction of lepton pairs is given in the crossed diagram

(Fig. I-1 (b)). Here the lepton pair arises from the decay of a timelike

photon resulting from the annihilation of a quark and anti-quark

associated with the incident hadrons. The electromagnetic coupling of

the timelike photon to the nucleon constituents thus provides a probe

which is exploited by experiments measuring the hadroproduction of

dileptons. The measurements presented in this thesis investigate dimuon

production in proton collisions at the highest incident energies yet

attained, currently available only at the ISR.

Most experiments studying dilepton production were also motivated

to search for neutral vector mesons decaying into lepton pairs and

dominating production at their resonant masses. The J3)and T4)were

originally detected in this way. These are described theoretically

as bound states of charmed and bottom quarks with their respective

anti-quarks. Symmetry considerations suggest the existence of a sixth

(top) quark, which will produce a family of heavier resonances yet unseen

in experiments. The intermediate vector boson (ZO) predicted by

electro-weak theory decays into lepton pairs and has also been searched

for in dilepton experiments. Current arguments and results, however,

place the Z and toponium masses above5 ) the reach of existing
0

accelerators and postpone this quest until higher energies are attained.

One of the first lepton pair experiments6 ) investigated '

proton--nucleus collisions using the 29.5 GeV proton beam at BNL and

measured a continuum of muon pairs with masses up to 5 GeV, which could not

be adequately explained in terms of processes known at that time.
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In 1970 Drell and Yan constructed a model7) of dilepton production

from hadron collisions in which a massive virtual photon arises from the

electromagnetic annihilation of a "valence" quark from one hadron with

an anti-quark plucked from the virtual "sea" associated with the other

hadron. This virtual photon decays into the observed lepton pair. The

mass spectrum predicted by this model successfully fit the continuum as

first measured in Ref. 6.

The Drell-Yan model assumes a "pointlike" coupling between the quarks

and photon, and postulates both annihilating quarks to act independently

of the other "spectator" quarks in the interaction ("impulse

approximation"). The diagram for the Drell-Yan interaction is illustrated

in Fig. I-1 (b). The double-differential cross-section may easily be

expressed in terms of this model ):

2 2
Eq. -1) d a -_ __ _ 

dm dXF 3m N
F- 3m

(qi (X1) qi ( 2 ) + qi (2) qi (X1) )

where:

xi= Fraction of total nucleon momentum carried by quark #1.

x2= Fraction of total nucleon momentum carried by quark #2.

qi' qi = Structure functions of nucleon. These are defined as xfi(x),

where fi(x) is the probability of quark having fractional

momentum x. The valence distributions are normalized such
i

that f.(x)dx = # of quarks of flavor "i" composing the
o 1

nucleon. Here we have colliding protons, hence 2 up and

1 down valence quarks; heavier flavors and anti-quarks must

come from the "sea".

e. Electric charge of quark flavor "i" (±1/3 or ±2/3 electron charge).
1

N= Number of color states possible per quark, presently N =3.

t) It has been shown 2)that the sea-content of strange and heavier quarks
is comparatively small. )

) For m < 3 GeV, there exists a low-mass continuum 32 (against the backdrop
of resonances), which is not explained by the Drell-Yan mechanism due
to inaccuracy in the impulse approximation. Other mechanisms (see Ref.14),
based on softer annihilation processes and hadron decay, have been
proposed to explain this phenomenon.
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m = Mass of lepton pair.

XF= Feynman scaling variable E p /P(max. ) (see App. I).

The cross-section for the subprocess qi+ qi - ++ ( lepton) is

(in analogy to electron-positron annihilation) = 4waq2/3m 4 , which
1

yields the factor in front of Eq.I-1. The color-factor is included due

to the requirement that the quark/anti-quark must have corresponding

color/anti-color to annihilate. The terms enclosed in brackets represent

the probability of locating the required quark and anti-quark associated

with the colliding particles, weighted by the square of the quark charge.

The sum runs over all quark flavors.

Expressing x1 and x2 in terms of the mass and XF of the lepton pair

yields:

T m2 /s = xx 2XF X xm/s=xX 2Eq. I-2) 2 
M = S 2 x X A2v'XF + 4T ± XF]m s-xx2 X1,2Z i[/ + 4' + ]

Assuming similarity between time-like and space-like probing, the

structure functions measured in deep-inelastic scattering experiments can

be used. Multi-parameter fits to the actual dilepton cross-sections can

also extract structure functions; in many cases a combination of both

techniques is used?)

The original Drell-Yan formula lacked the color factor Nc , which was

introduced later in accordance with the postulations of Quantum

Chromodynamics. QCD also predicts an additional yield of dileptons via

mechanisms involving gluon processes.

Diagrams involving hard gluon emission are added to the

Drell-Yan process of Fig. I-l(b). The first-order diagrams in as are

shown in Fig. I-2 (called the "Compton" and "Annihilation" diagrams in

analogy to their correspondence with QED). The effects of these diagrams

have been estimated, 10)however the contribution from higher-order processes

(Fig. I-3) may also be significant. QCD introduces additional corrections

from the radiation of soft gluons, in analogy with QED radiative

corrections.
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Throughout this thesis, our measurements are analyzed within the

framework of the Drell-Yan model. As indicated above, the Drell-Yan

process is essentially the "zero'th-order" term in QCD expansion, and

theoretical predictions of dilepton production characteristics are

currently being revised to account for the effects of higher-order

processes, which have not yet been rigorously calculated. In cases where

our data is in significant disagreement with Drell-Yan (ie. Pt and

normalization; see below) the influence expected from QCD is mentioned.

In particular, the following characteristics of the continuum are

examined:

1) Equations I-1 and I-2 yield the hypothesis of scaling, ie. the

dimensionless form of the cross-section will depend only on the

parameter T:

2
Eq. I-3) m3 d = F (T)

dn dXF

We test this by comparing our measurements at 62 and 44 GeV. A comparison

with lower energy data collected by experiments using nuclear targets

tests scaling over the largest energy range available.

2) Due to the point-like coupling of the spin-½ quarks to the virtual

photon, one expects the Drell-Yan dimuons to be produced with a

dependence on the polar angle of the form 1 +-cos 2e. Our data tests

this prediction at ISR energies and examines polarization at the T

resonance.

3) The quarks have only longitudinal momentum in the simple Drell-Yan

picture, hence the dileptons are predicted to be produced with

essentially no Pt. The confinement constraints alone provide a

"primordial" transverse momentum of kt= 300 MeV 5 ) to the quarks, and

even after adding this to the model, the Pt of the produced dilepton

falls far short of that measured in experiment.6) The primordial

momentum should not vary with beam energy, hence the Pt of the Drell-Yan

dimuons will show no dependence on s. QCD corrections increase the mean

Pt of the dileptons and introduce dependence of <Pt> on beam energy.

This experiment tests QCD predictions via the measured Pt distributions.

We have measured <Pt> at the highest available energies and masses,

thus our results provide an important investigation into the evolution

8



of <Pt> with s and m.

4) QCD calculations will affect the predicted normalization of the

continuum cross-section. Lepton pair experiments have produced

cross-sections above the Drell-Yan prediction and theoretical

argumentsl7) expect an approximate factor of two; the major

contribution is thought to come from the vertex correction

(Fig. I-3 (d)). The present QCD estimates are somewhat coarse

however, due to a lack of knowledge concerning contributions from

higher-order diagrams.

The two-photon effect (see Fig. I-4) is also a source of dileptons;

here the incoming protons emit two photons which interact to form the

observed lepton pair. The yield of dileptons in proton collisions from
l8)

the two-photon effect has been calculated. The cross-section increases

with [ln(s)]3. At ISR energies, the 2-photon process should produce a

measurable yield of dileptons19 ) and at even higher energies, it will

provide a considerable source of background to the Drell-Yan continuum.

Our data provides the only possibility at present to search for muon pair

production by the 2y effect in proton collisions; such a search is

attempted in this thesis.
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FIGURE I-1 PROCESSES PROBING NUCLEON CONSTITUENTS

WITH VIRTUAL PHOTONS

Y

q q

a) The Deep-Inelastic Scattering Process. The incoming lepton
couples to a constituent quark in a target nucleon via a
spacelike photon.

A

Y

z-
B

b) The Drell-Yan Process. A quark from hadron A annihilates with an
anti-quark associated with hadron B, forming a timelike
photon which decays into the observed lepton pair.
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FIGURE 1-2

All First-order QCD Corrections to Drell-Yan
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FIGURE I-3

Some Second-order QCD Diagrams for Lepton Pair Production
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In figure a), a virtual photon is emitted in the hard scattering
between two quarks. In b) and c), the virtual photon arises from
gluon-gluon interaction. Figure d) is the QCD vertex correction.
All are of second order in a .
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FIGURE -4

Muon-Pair Production by the 2y Process

a)

ELASTIC

PP

P

b)

ELASTIC
p INELASTICP P

c)

INELASTIC

P

Part a) depicts the elastic process, where both protons remain
intact after scattering. Part b) is semi-elastic; ie. one proton
fragments into secondary hadrons after scattering. In Part c),
both protons fragment.
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SECTION II THE APPARATUS

II-1) The Spectrometer

The spectrometer hardware and data-taking proceedures have been

described with varying detail in other publications ) which may be

consulted for additional information. Figure II-1 portrays a cutaway

view of the spectrometer components, and to lend physical perspective to

this drawing, I have included two photographs of the apparatus as

installed in intersection two of the ISR (Fig. II-2).

The beamlines and interaction region are surrounded by 7 iron

toroids excited to a relatively uniform magnetic field of 17.5 KGauss',

which bend and momentum analyze muon tracks in the longitudinal (e)

direction and absorb hadrons accompanying the muon pair. At least 1.3

meters of iron (ie. 7 hadron absorption lengths) lie in the path of a

track to prevent background from hadron punch-through. In order to reduce

single-muon background resulting from and K decay, the mean-free path of

hadrons is minimized by clustering the iron close (40 cm) to the

interaction region and placing a lead plug forward of the intersection to

absorb hadrons travelling along the beamlines. The detector accepts muons

produced with polar angle 150<e<1200 over the full range of azimuth

0<4<360° , thus covering 65% of the complete 4 solid angle (see fig. II-3

for angle definitions). Muons are identified by penetration, requiring a

minimum of 1.8 GeV momentum to escape the spectrometer.

An array of large drift chambers (total: 192 planes, 800 m2 area,

4800 wires)is placed between the magnet yokes and around the detector in

order to produce space-points determining the muon tracks and momenta.

The resolution of these chambers has been measured to be =430 pm. Each

chamber has 4 planes in order to measure two perpendicular coordinates

*) At the time of the proposal 2), it was thought that many events would be
produced along the beamline due to a smaller sea-quark momentum in
Drell-Yan annihilation, thus the detector was placed asymmetrically
about the interaction region to enhance the acceptance at high XF and
cover the forward region down to 150.

t) The magnetic field has been measured via Hall probes and search coils,
and calculated via FATIMA computer simulation (see ref. 3). All
methods agree to within 3 percent.
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(for example X,Y) with twofold redundancy, ie. 2 planes with drift wires

in the X-direction, and 2 planes with wires in the Y-direction. Each of

the two planes are offset by one-half of a cell width (5 cm.), such that

the drift times recorded at each plane will differ, and the left-right

ambiguity can be resolved. The details of chamber construction and

testing have been published ) The chambers are precisely surveyed after

insertion into the detector, and the survey measurements are verified by

fitting cosmic rays through the apparatus and checking the fit residuals.

Accuracy of the survey has little effect on the resolution when compared

with the contribution due to multiple scattering in the iron.

Inside of the magnet and clustered about the intersection is an

array of 136 drift chambers which detect charged tracks produced along
5)with the dimuon. These chambers are accurate to 0.3 mm. along the

beamline and 2.6 mm. in the transverse direction, and determine tracks

emitted within 90<e<1710 over all with 3-5 spacepoints per track. The

charged tracks are fitted to a common vertex which is used in the muon

reconstruction analysis.

Two telescopes composed of 34 drift chambers surround one of the

beamlines downstream of the intersection (see Fig. II-3) and measure

charged tracks between 30°+1° of ring #1. The details of these chambers

are published in ref. 6.

Five scintillator hodoscopes labeled A,B,C,D,E, (see Fig. II-1) are

built into the spectrometer in order to define dimuon signatures in the

trigger logic and aid in offline track reconstruction. Hodoscope A is

composed of 12 scintillation counters placed such that they subtend the

entire solid angle covered by the spectrometer; 8 counters coaxially

surrounding the intersection region inside of the magnet, and 4 counters

perpendicular to the beamplane. Further away from the intersection,

hodoscopes B and D are coaxial with the beamline; B is made of 23

counters placed between the magnet yokes after 50 centimeters of iron,

while D contains 26 counters 4 meters in length and surrounding the

periphery of the magnet. Hodoscopes C and E are perpendicular to the

beamplane and cover 3600 in equi-angular segments centered on the beam

axis. Hodoscope C contains 24 elements positioned forward of the

intersection between yokes 2a and 2b, while E is made of 48 counters
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,(up to 3 meters in length) surrounding the beampipes at the front of the

magnet. Hodoscopes D and E register muons exiting the detector, B and C

indicate muons traversing the detector, and the A hodoscope, which is

placed before the absorber, is also sensitive to other charged particles

produced in the interaction.

There is one fast photomultiplier on each end of the D counters.

Both outputs are recorded by TDC's, and the difference in time between

the ends gives the location along the counter traversed by the muon to

within 25 cm., which serves as a validity check on the chamber data.

Outputs from both phototubes of each D-counter are combined to form one

composite signal which is used in the triggering logic.

II-2) The Triggering System

The B,C,D, and E hodoscopes are positioned such that they divide the

¢-plane into 24 equiangular sectors (see Fig. II-4). Since the magnet is

toroidal about the beam axis, there is no bending of the muon tracks in

the -projection (ie. front or back view), and the tracks are mapped onto

straight lines. The 24 -sectors are centered on the intersection region;

hence, allowing for large multiple scattering in the iron, a muon track

will always be within 2 of these sectors.

A muon signature is defined in the trigger by a coincidence of one

D or E counter with its corresponding (or adjacent) B or C counter

respectively. Two such muon signatures are required by the trigger.

Since background due to beam-spray and accidentals is considerable

(typical rates for the counters run 10 - 30 Khz), further conditions were

introduced into the trigger hardware:

1) The two candidate dimuons are required to be opposite one

another in the -plane within ±3 hodoscope sectors (ie. the

tracks form an angle in of 1800 500°). This eliminates

false triggering due to beam gas and renegade protons which

saturate portions of the apparatus with coincidences.

2) All D-counter signals must arrive within 8 nsec of each other.

Cosmic rays passing through the D-hodoscope are at least 16

nsec out of time, hence are suppressed by this cut.

18



At this point, a fast trigger signal exists in the hardware which can be

cleared or inhibited by the following additional restrictions:

3) Sets of anti-counters are placed along the two beamlines

(see Figs. II-3 and II-4). Coincidences are formed

between the downstream and delayed upstream signals on

each beam that indicate a beam-halo or beam-gas event

and apply a veto signal to the electronics which clears

the trigger.

4) At least two of the inner A counters must fire. This

requirement indicates that a beam-beam interaction has

indeed taken place in the intersection.

5) The online computer system must be ready to accept an event.

At this point, an interrupt is sent to a microprocessor acting as a

buffer between CAMAC and the on-line PDP-11/45 computer. The

microprocessor reads the hodoscope TDC information and applies the

following additional cuts via software:

6) If the D-hodoscope was hit by both tracks, timing cuts

are applied to the traversed counters to eliminate

out-of-time cosmic rays escaping hardware requirement

2 listed above.

7) The back-to-back requirement (called "-matching") described

earlier in paragraph 1 is enforced more stringently and applied

to the inner (B and C) as well as outer (D and E) hodoscopes.

8) The drift chamber TDC's are read, and coarse spacepoints are

determined by pairing all hit perpendicular wires in each

chamber can (no time information is analyzed). At least 6 such

spacepoints are required in the detector to insure

reconstructability in a more detailed off-line analysisT This

is the most restrictive cut applied to the trigger.

*) Hardware requirement 1 actually allows a separation in of 1800 4
sectors for the inner (B and C) hodoscopes; in the microprocessor
this allowance is reduced to 3 sectors.

+) 8-12 spacepoints are present in a typical event.
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No further trigger rejection is attempted, and the hodoscope, drift

chamber, and vertex detector information is transferred to a buffer system

in the online computer memory which is periodically flushed to magnetic

tape. In addition to trigger data, the scaler rates, ISR functional data,

and TDC calibrations are written out to tape during the course of a run.

The scalers are sampled every 10 seconds.

The trigger conditions discussed above are presented in table II-1,

along with typical rate attenuations applied by each cut. Starting with

a "raw" trigger rate of 50 +300 hz (after cuts 1 and 2), only 1 5 events

are written on tape per second.

II-3 Reconstruction, Resolution, and Acceptance

Figure II-6 shows a computer-reconstructed picture of a typical

dimuon event in the spectrometer of mass 5.3 GeV. Each track is

well-fitted with four chamber spacepoints, and we see no other "sporadic"

hits in the chambers; a testimony to the effectiveness of the iron

absorber. The difference in D-counter timing between both tracks is

under 1 nanosecond, indicating that they arose from a beam-beam

interaction. We see a well-fitted vertex in the inner detector and 8

charged tracks accompanying the dimuon (tracks derived from the forward

telescopes are not portrayed in these pictures). There is evidence of

inner-detector tracks and spacepoints following the trajectories of the

muons found in the outer-detector, thereby "linking" both systems.

Figure II-7 is a picture of a dimuon event of mass 10.1 GeV fitted

at an unusually high transverse momentum of 6.4 GeV. Track #2 penetrates

the side of the detector with very high momentum (thus displays little

curvature), while track #1 bends as it goes forward (thus is much softer).

There are many associated particles in the inner-detector, and we again

see good linking to the muon tracks extrapolated from the outer-detector.

An extensive Monte-Carlo program was developed to simulate and

analyze detector behavior. This program accurately models the detector

geometry and accounts for counter/chamber efficiency, 6-ray production,

and the trigger constraints described previously. Muon tracks are

propagated through the yokes accounting for the magnetic field, multiple

scattering, and energy loss in the iron. The production mechanism

generates Monte-Carlo events such that their distributions in mass,
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transverse momentum (Pt), Feynman-X (XF), and the Collins-Soper

polarization (cosecs) of the dimuon match that of the data (see Section

III-6 ; these parameters are defined in Appendix I). A total of 1.5

million events were generated between masses of 3 and 25 GeV, and 32,000

events (2.1%) were accepted by the analysis.

The acceptance of the detector is derived from this Monte-Carlo by

investigating the ratio of accepted and fitted events over the actual

number of originally generated events as a function of the parameter in

question. Figure II.-8 shows the detector acceptance as a function of mass,

Pt XF , and cosecs (the last three are plotted for 4 different mass
regions). The curves are smoothed interpolations of histograms, each bin

of which is calculated as:

N.i. Nf t= Number of events fitted withinfit fitwhere: bin limits.
N N = Number of events generated withingen gen bin limits.

The use of the fitted values in the numerator vs. generated values in the

denominator also accounts for resolution effects.

Due to the minimum requirement of 1.8 GeV momentum for a track to

escape the detector, events with mass less than approx. 2.8 GeV cannot be

observed. The effects of this cutoff are evident in Figure II-8 (a),

where we notice the acceptance abruptly drop two decades between masses of

8 and 4 GeV. In order to penetrate the detector, events in the J region

(2-4 GeV) must be produced forward with 0.1<X F < 0.35 and muon momenta

of 3-5 GeV. This is obvious in Figure II-8 (b), where we see a very

narrow window of acceptance in XF (centered at 0.2) at low mass widen

progressively with increasing mass. This phenomenon is also noticeable in

the transverse momentum acceptance (Fig. II-8 (c)). At low mass we notice

a cutoff at high Pt (Pt'> 2 GeV) where the dimuons have little extra energy

to fuel an additional transverse kick; depriving momentum from one muon in

order to boost the momentum of the opposite track and increase the Pt will

prevent the softer track from escaping the magnet. This cutoff increases

with mass, until at higher mass regions (m > 8 GeV) we see the inverse

effect; an acceptance decrease at low Pt, which is due to the detector

assymetry. Muons travelling forward at very low 6p (see Fig. II-3) can

escape through the 15° gap between the beamlines and magnet yokes, which
causes the decline in acceptance with increasing cosOcs (Fig. II-8 (d)).
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The spectrometer resolution is limited primarily by multiple

scattering of the muons in the iron yokes. An estimate of the resolution

is understood via an elementary analysis. Given:

Eq. II-1) e =0.03(B)B P

Eq. II-2) AOMS= 0.01 5 
P t

eB= Bending angle of muon track in magnet

AMS= Expected deviation in track
trajectory due to multiple scattering

B = Magnetic field strength (KGauss)

P = Momentum of track

= Amount of magnetized iron
traversed by track (cm.)

0= Radiation length of traversed
material (cm.)

Since momentum is determined via track bending, we assume:

Eq. II-3) Ap AIMS 0.5

B B ~
(From II-1 and II-2 above)

We see this uncertainty in momentum to be independent of P.

Plugging in an average length traversed in the spectrometer:

< > = 1.7 meters

and: B = 17.5 KGauss

t0 = 1.76 cm. (for iron)

yields:

AP
Eq. II-4) P---15%

The mass of the dimuon can be expressed in terms of the momenta (P1,P2)

and opening angle ( ) of the muons:
11-I- 

Eq. II-5) M 
I1

= 4P Psin2 P. i 2 W 1

The momentum uncertainty quoted in Eq. II-4 above yields a mass resolution

of :

*) The measuring error in is much less than that in P, thus we ignore
it in this approximation.
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AM 1 AP
Eq. II-6) M = - * = 11% Independent of mass!!

M V-' P

A value of AM/M = 10.8% has been obtained by observing the 770 MeV

width of the narrow J resonance (see Fig. II-9). By comparing the upper

and lower halves of cosmic rays fitted through the detector (while

accounting for energy loss in iron), we also obtain a similar resolution.

The above analysis can also be adapted to transverse momentum.

Since the Pt of the dimuon is the sum of the transverse components of

each muon momentum, we can crudely estimate the order of the error:

APEq. II-7) t AP
E I = 21% From Eq. II-4

P P

The Monte Carlo program described earlier can be used to estimate

detector resolution, and the results are presented in Figs. II-10 thru

II-13. Here we fit a gaussian distribution to histograms filled with

the difference between fitted and generated values of a parameter divided

by the generated value of the parameter, and the a of the gaussian

reflects the resolution. This is done for mass, Pt. XF, and cos Cs using

Monte Carlo events in four different mass ranges. In the higher mass

bins, the lack of statistics in the Monte Carlo causes coarse

distributions which yield greater uncertainty in the gaussian fit. This

is reflected in the size of the error bars plotted with the resolution

values in the figures. The Monte Carlo distributions in mass, XF, Pt.

and CQOSCs have been reweighted (See Sec. III-6) to be flat in order

to avoid any skews in the gaussians.

Our previous approximations are supported; we see a mass resolution

of 10% fairly constant with mass in Fig. II-10, and Pt resolution changing

from 17% to 30% with mass (averaging at about 20%, since most events are

at lower mass) in Fig. II-11. Resolution in XF (Fig. II-12) seems fairly

constant with mass at about 10%, while the cosecs resolution (Fig. II-13)

improves considerably with mass (again a geometrical effect) from 14%

to 2.6%.
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II-4 Luminosity Measurement

Luminosity is monitored during runs simultaneously by two completely

independent systems which are displayed schematically in Fig. II-5. The

first method employs the W,X,Y, and Z counters grouped about the outer

beampipe sections. A coincidence of upstream counters W and Z with

delayed downstream counters X and Y is used to define a beam-beam event

rate:

Eq. II-8) BB= (W Xdelayed ) (Z Ydelayed)

This BB signal is proportional to the instantaneous luminosity, and

is recorded on tape during a run.

The second system uses the H3-H4 hodoscope arrays placed about the

inner beampipe sections. An analogous coincidence is defined:

Eq. II-9) BB2= (H4L H3L ) (4R H3R
delayed delayed

This signal is monitored via scalers and periodically recorded in

the logbook during a run. An accidental rate is derived for this system

by eliminating the delay in H3 in Eq. II-9, thus mistiming the coincidence.

This signal is proportional to accidentals in the system, and is

subtracted from BB2 to form the corrected beam-beam rate.

Counters W,X,Y,Z,H3, and H4 can be seen positioned in Fig. II-3.

Both monitor systems are calibrated by the "Van Der-Meer" method, where

low-current beams are injected into the rings and displaced vertically

from each other in precise steps, allowing one to deduce their relative
7)heights This enables the absolute luminosity (L) to be calculated,

which can be compared with the recorded BB rates, allowing a constant "K"

to be determined such that:

Eq. II-10) L (cm 2/sec) = K · BB

Such calibrations are made periodically to observe and account for

counter aging and other system perturbations.

The luminosity values from both systems were laboriously transferred

from the logbooks to computer filest where they were analyzed for
---------------------------_______________________________________________

*) These counters, with different delays introduced, also serve as the
anti-counters described in Section II-2.

t) Even though BB1 is recorded on the data tapes, it is compared with
values listed in the logbooks to intercept scaler readout errors.
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consistency. Figure II-14 shows the average luminosities resulting from

both systems for each run taken between 1977 and 1979. We see that the

MIT luminosity is persistantly higher than that taken via the Pisa

monitors, possibly because the MIT monitors are much more sensitive to

beam background conditions. Three pieces of evidence attest to this

background dependence:

1) We have noticed finite correlations between the beam veto rate

and BB1.

2) The constant K in Eq. II-10 varies appreciably between

calibrations of the MIT monitors.

3) Between runs 45 and 80 of Fig. II-14 (b), we see an abrupt

factor 2 increase in MIT luminosity, while Pisa value

remains unaffected. During these runs, much lead was removed

from the beamlines which shielded against beam-halo, causing

an increase in background and counter rates which raised BB1.

Since the Pisa values do not show such a background dependence, they are

used in the analysis, and a comparison with the corresponding MIT values

determines a systematic error in luminosity measurement of about 6%.

The differential luminosity for each run is multiplied by the

accumulated gated-clock time and integrated for each beam energy.

Figure II-14 also exhibits other interesting features. A periodic

ramp-like behavior can be noticed in the luminosity; this occurs at each

ISR fill, since currents are most intense at the beginning of the fill

and gradually decay. The average luminosity seems to rise slowly in

Fig. II-14 (a) from 8 x 1030 cm2/sec at run #0 to nearly 2 x 1031 at run

#800; this is due to improvements in the ISR performance and maximum

current capacity between 1978 and 1979.

*) In this figure, the monitor systems are named after their parent
institutions, ie. System #1 (W,X,Y,Z counters) are "MIT monitors",
while System #2 (H3, H4) are "Pisa monitors".

t) The accidental signal subtracted from BB which assists in
compensating for background is not recorded for BB1.
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TRIGGER QUALIFICATIONS

Cut Number
(referenced in text) Description % PASSED by each cut

1 -2 Raw dimuon trigger containing
hardware -match of
hodoscopes and D-counter
timing requirement.

3, 5 Beam veto supplied via
anticounters. 50%
Computer-ready gate.

4 At least 2 A-counters
present to guarantee 70%
beam-beam interaction.

6 Cosmic Ray Reject test
applied to D-counter 90%
timing via microprocessor.

7 f-match requirement
re-enforced by 50%
microprocessor.

8 At least 6 coarse
spacepoints found in 15%
the chambers.

All cuts together 2% PASSED

Thus 98% of all raw
triggers are REJECTED

NOTE: The effectiveness of various cuts depends upon beam conditions.
These percentages represent typical values during an average ISR run.

The cuts are listed in the order applied to the trigger.
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FIGURE II-1

IL

IHE SPERCTEER - CTAWAY Y1LE

LEGEND:

1) Beam pipes
2) Lead absorbers
3) Luminosity and beam-veto monitors
4) Magnitized iron toroids
A) Inner hodoscope (there are 2 sets of A counters; the set

described in the text is not shown)
B,D) Trigger hodoscopes coaxial with beamline
C,E) Trigger hodoscopes perpendicular to beamline
F) Drift chambers for muon detection
I) Interaction region and vertex detector

The computer reconstruction of an event with mass 24.5 GeV
and Pt = 1.2 GeV is superimposed over the drawing. Chamber
spacepoints are denoted by circles, and the shaded areas labeled
"6" represent the D-hodoscope interception points determined
to within 25 cm.
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Figure II-2.

a) View of the dimuon spectrometer. Outer drift chambers and D-counter photomultipliers can be seen
(center), and part of the E-hodoscope is visible in front of the concrete wall at right.

b) Beamlines and intersection region (the vertex detector is removed). The magnet encloses the
intersection, and portions of the A and B hodoscopes can be seen mounted on the magnet and
protruding from the gaps between yokes.
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Figure 111-3. THE DETECTOR - OVERHEAD VIEW
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Figure 11-4

Bl DI-2 B2D3-4
Cl-(EI +E2) C2,(E3+E4)

Hodoscope Sectors formed
in the -Projection

muon 1

for muon 2

This figure depicts the 24 sectors formed in the -projection
(orthogonal to the beamline) by the hodoscopes and used in the
trigger logic. Coincidences of the component counters are given
for the first two sectors; the rest follow in similar fashion.
All dimuon candidates must be back-to-back within ±3 sectors to
be accepted by the trigger; the shading in the figure portrays an
example.
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FIGURE II- 6 ·A PI AL RECONSUCTED EVENT
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FIGURE 1-7 AN EVENT WITH LARGE PT
-~~~~~ 
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FIGURE II-8 DETECTOR ACCEPTANCE

/~-- 62 GEV MONTE-CARLO WEIGHTING
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in the legends.
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FIGURE I-9
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distributions (see Sec. III).
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(solid line),

The 770 MeV width of the J reflects the 10.5% mass resolution.
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FIGURE II-10
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FIGURE I 1-11
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FIGURE II-14 DIFFERENTIAL LUMINOSITY
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SECTION III DATA ANALYSIS

III-1) Overview

The experiment has accumulated 2900 hours worth of data at beam

energy of 31-on-31 GeV ( =-62 GeV) and 805 hours at / = 44 GeV, yielding
7

over 10 events on 1500 data tapes. Two separate analysis packages, which

employ totally different approaches to event selection and track fitting,

reduce and process the data in several stages (termed "Passes 'i). A

comparison of results assists in estimating systematic errors.

The first two stages perform common functions in both analyses; Pass 1

filters accidental events out of the data stream, while Pass 2 performs

the detailed track fitting. All subsequent stages apply fiducial cuts on

the data, calculate and compensate for background, construct acceptance,

produce cross-sections, and perform fits to the data. In the following

text, one analysis chain is explained in detail, and events are traced

through from the raw data tapes to the final cross-sections output from

Pass 6. Results from both programs are compared in Sec. III-8.

All event statistics mentioned at the end of each sub-section include

data collected at both beam energies. Table III-1 illustrates the net event

flow through the IBM analysis.

III-2) Pass 1, Tape Reduction

Due to the large amount of computer time required to fit tracks

precisely through our geometry, it is desirable to pre-filter the data tapes

and remove most accidental triggers before detailed reconstruction is

attempted. Pass 1 checks the integrity of each event via the process

summarized below:

1) Each muon track is defined as the coincidence of an inner hodoscope

element with corresponding elements in an outer hodoscope. These tracks

are located in the data buffer, and the time-of-flight between the inner

and outer counter on each track is required to be consistent within

*) The two analysis chains are named in honor of their host computers; the
program described here is the "IBM" analysis, and the "CDC" analysis is
traced in Appendix III.
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resolution with the distance between the counters, insuring that

both hodoscopes were traversed by the same particle.

2) The drift chamber data is scanned, and spacepoints are constructed

using the drift-time information and TDC calibrations. All chamber

wires with drift times beyond fiducial limits are discarded. Each

event is required to have spacepoints in at least six chamber

modules.

3) At least 3 spacepoints are required to lie along each hodoscope

track in the non-bending () plane, and at least one of these 3

points must be located in a chamber interspersed within the magnet.

4) As a first approximation to 3-dimensional track reconstruction, a

circle is fit to the spacepoints consistent with each hodoscope

track. At least three of these spacepoints must be within 15 cm. of

each circle.

5) If the D hodoscope was traversed by a track, the intercept along the

incident counter is estimated from the difference in timing between

the ends of the counter. This position is compared with a value

calculated by an extrapolation of the circle fit, and they are

required to agree within the fit accuracy and counter resolution

(25cm).

6) The -match condition described in Sec. II-2 is enforced in a looser

fashion; all hodoscope tracks are required to be back-to-back within

±6 sectors.

If at least two tracks are approved via the above prescription, the

event is considered potentially reconstructable and is written onto tape

for later processing in Pass 2. A total of 1.08 x 107 triggers were input

to the Pass 1 analysis, and only 1.03 x 105 events (1%) were accepted.

III-3) Pass 2, Momentum Reconstruction

Initially, hodoscope tracks are located and spacepoints are

constructed as in Pass 1; however precise geometrical information is now

input from the detector survey. Spacepoints are once again selected via a

circle fit, and the angle of track incidence is employed in their

calculation to enable a more precise determination. As a check of

spacepoint integrity, the sum of the drift-times recorded at both

parallel planes in each chamber module is required to approximate the 5 cm.
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,inter-wire spacing.

Next, a vertex search is initiated. Spacepoints are constructed in

the chambers of the inner detector, and since there is no magnetic field,

straight-line tracks are fit to all possible combinations of three such

points. For each line acceptably fit, additional points are investigated

and included in the track, provided they lie along the line. After all

existing tracks are determined, a common vertex is established by

calculating their closest distance of approach. If this calculation is

acceptable, the tracks are re-fit as rays eminating from the vertex. The

program then searches for additional tracks having at least two

spacepoints collinear with the vertex.

Upon the completion of the vertex search, the muon track

reconstruction begins. An analytical spline -fitting procedure is

employed ) which numerically calculates an optimum fit (as a function of

track momentum ). The track propagation accounts for the geometrical

details of the detector, energy loss of the muons in iron2) and the

magnetic field structure. Errors are assigned to spacepoints in

accordance with multiple scattering; ie. points closer to the interaction

have higher accuracy, hence greater weight over the fit, since the muons

have penetrated less iron there than at the points in the chambers

further removed. If a vertex was located in the inner detector, it is

included in the fit and weighted according to its precision.

The detailed fit uses the coarse circle calculated earlier as an

initial approximation, after which the spacepoints are re-evaluated using

the angle-of-incidence derived from the more precise newly-fit track.

The fitting procedure is invoked again, now using the previous fit as

the initial approximation. The tracks are re-fit three times in this

fashion before they are accepted, and the final momenta determined.

The Pass 2 program rejects events on the basis of poor fit quality.

A total of 3.71 x 104 events (36%) were accepted and fitted. The

muon-fit information, vertex/hadron-track data, chamber/spacepoint data,

and hodoscope TOF's are all written onto a summary tape for continued

processing via Pass 3.

*) The spline procedure fits mathematically via constructing
and solving differential equations, as opposed to the iterative X2
minimization procedure applied in the CDC analysis (See Appendix III)
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III-4) Pass 3, Data and Background Processing

The Pass 3 phase of analysis prepares the data output from Pass 2

for physical investigation and cross-section formulation. Remaining

accidentals are rejected, like-sign muon events are separated from

unlike-sign events, physical quantities are calculated from the muon

momenta, and the kinematic distributions of background events are

estimated.

Events are first subjected to the following scrutiny:

1) The difference in averaged timing between the D-counters intercepted

by each track is evaluated for events where both muons traverse the

D-hodoscope, and is required to be under 11 nsec. This condition

eliminates cosmic rays escaping the analogous trigger condition

described in Sec. II-2, where multiple hits in the D-hodoscope can

inhibit the effectivity of the brief on-line investigation.

2) The magnet polarity during each run is obtained by using the run/

event index as a key into a tabulated summary file. Runs taken with

the magnet off or with undefined polarity are eliminated. Test runs

taken under altered triggering constraints and abnormal conditions

are also removed.

3) All events without vertices established in the inner detector are

eliminated. Most accidentals not arising from beam-beam

interactions have no activity in the interaction region, hence lack

a vertex and are eliminated by this cut. An example of such an

accidental is portrayed in Figure III-I, which shows the computer

reconstruction of a cosmic ray escaping all D-counter timing

requirements due to "jitter" in the phototube pulses which reduced

the difference in delay across the D-hodoscope to 7.1 nsec.; a value

below restricted limits. There is no vertex (although linked tracks

are well-defined along the muon trajectory in the inner detector).

4) The -matching condition discussed in the previous sections is once

again applied; all hodoscope tracks are now required to be

*) The 11 nsec. cutoff was determined via observation of the distribution
in D-counter TOF difference. Normal events peak at 0, and are contained
within 11 nsec., while cosmic rays were seen to peak at 15 nsec.
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back-to-back within 3 sectors (the original value enforced in the

trigger constraints).

Another variety of accidental found in the fitted Pass 2 data is

shown in Figure III-2. Here we see a pair of muons penetrating the magnet

at a radius of about 1 meters and travelling almost exactly in the beam

direction. By considering only chambers in the forward yokes, the Pass 2

reconstruction has produced a good fit to the event with reasonable

kinematic parameters. Observing the picture, it is evident that the muons

traced through the outer detector do not originate in a beam-beam

interaction, even though a vertex is present.

These muons actually arise from collisions of beam protons with the

collimator system upstream near intersection 3 (hence are termed

"I3 muons"). They are generally of high momentum and are usually produced

under bad beam conditions. I3 muons can penetrate the detector

sufficiently often to be accidently coincident with beam-beam interactions

(as seen in Fig. III-2), thus defeating the vertex cut and contaminating

the data.

A pattern-recognition scheme to eliminate these accidentals is

initiated in Pass 3. In order to be considered for scrutiny, a track

must have at least three associated spacepoints in the forward quarter of

the detector. A linear least-squares fit is then attempted to all

spacepoints within 450 of candidate tracks. The deviations of the fitted

points are examined, and the line is re-fit after elimination of

overlapping points with high residuals, due to multiple hits and noise in

the chambers. The X 2 of this fit, the z=O intercept (distance from the

intersection), the slopes (dy/dz and dx/dz), and the number of points

actually used in the fit are all packed into one decimally coded word for

further processing in Pass 5. The usage of these parameters is discussed

in Section III-6.

The mass, Pt. XF, cos s' and other relevant kinematic variables are

calculated for each event using the fitted muon momenta. These

quantities, along with various track quality parameters,are written onto

mass-storage files for future analysis.

Three types of events are seen in the detector; events with muon

tracks of opposite sign, events where both muon tracks are focused, and
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events where both muon tracks are de-focused . These event types are

separated into three independent files.

Figure III-3 illustrates the appearance of like-sign events in the

detector. All such events come from background processes such as

hadron decay and punch-through, or accidentals as were

described above, thus both tracks in a like-sign event arise

independently of each othert This is also extended to background events

of unlike-sign, where we assume the focused and de-focused tracks to have

no correlation. In order to estimate the behavior of the background in

the unlike-sign data, simulated "background" events are fabricated by

pairing all non-redundant combinations of focused tracks from focused/

focused events with de-focused tracks from de-focused/de-focused events.

This approximates the unlike-sign background, provided that the

non-correlation assumption is correct. Pairing is done separately for

each magnet polarity in order to avoid mixing tracks of different charge.+

Kinematic variables are calculated for these simulated background

events and are written onto a fourth mass-storage file along with quality

parameters for the component tracks, in similar fashion to the actual data.

Figure III-4 presents a check on the accuracy of the background

distributions calculated for both beam energies. Here we have randomly

paired tracks of similar sign together from different like-sign events

(focused tracks from one focused/focused event with focused tracks from

another focused/focused event, and ditto for de-focused/de-focused events).

Provided that our assumptions are correct, these simulated like-sign

*)To avoid charge-dependent acceptance, half of the data is taken with
reversed magnet polarity, which inverts the mapping of charge onto
bending direction. Because they generally penetrate less iron, the
acceptance for de-focused tracks is much greater than the acceptance
for focused tracks.

) Since both primaries decay independently after production, tracks due to
hadron decay are not correlated. Most accidental and punch-through
tracks are also unrelated; however not the I3 muons, which tend to be
produced in pairs, as seen in Fig. III-2. These are removed via cuts
described in Section III-6.

+) Since two protons collide in the initial state, there must be a net
charge of +2 in the final state, which will yield a surplus of positively
charged particles. Separating the data foropposite magnet polarities
accounts for this asymmetry in the background.
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distributions should match their analogous distributions in the actual data

within statistical accuracy. Separate columns are given for focused/

focused and de-focused/de-focused events; solid lines denote actual data,

while dashed lines represent the randomly paired tracks (the randomized

distributions are normalized to the data). We see quite reasonable

agreement in most cases. A small shift may be present in the focused/

focused mass and Pt distributions, however low statistics prevent a precise

comparison. Effects due to background uncertainty are discussed in

Appendix II.

The four summary files created in Pass 3 (one for unlike-sign events,

focused/focused events, de-focused/de-focused events, and paired background

events) are read by subsequent analysis stages. 28747 events (77.5%) were

approved and written to mass-storage (not including paired background

events).

III-5) Pass 4, Redundancy Check

Occasionally while processing unlabeled raw data tapes, operators will

mount an identical volume twice in succession, creating a duplicate set of

data on the output files. Pass 4 searches for and eliminates these

redundancies in the data. 28747 events were on files before Pass 4,

afterwards 28685 events (99.8%) remained.

III-6) Pass 5, Cross-Section Formulation

a) Monte-Carlo Re-weighting

The Monte-Carlo simulation program was introduced in Sec. II-3. The

production mechanism models the behavior of the continuum seen in dimuon

spectra for masses beyond 3 GeV, discounting the J, T, and associated

resonances. Events are generated according to the ansatz:

*) These distributions are based on the data of Ref. 3.
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d4N m0 1.1

2 cc G(m) F (a , 10) o , 2 8
dm dP dX dcosO

t CrF dcosees o1 -_ 0.0

where:

-0.299 m
Eq.III-1) 0.299 

e
G(m) -

m

F (, ,n) - e t (l-XFI) (1 + n cos2 e s

The Pass 5 program reads sumfhary files containing the kinematic

properties of fitted Monte-Carlo events. In order to "fine-tune" the

generated event distributions to those actually observed in the data, events

are "re-weighted" to yield new parameters ec , 11, and insert a more
4)

accurate mass dependence

Eq. III-2) G'(m) - (1 - m/

m4/W

The reweighting method assigns a "weight"to each Monte-Carlo event of:

Eq. III-3) W. = G'(m).F(al,' 1'nl) calculated at the generated

Eq.)III, n )ti i XF, cose of the event
000F(a O~ t' I Cs

Instead of counting all events in a histogram with unity weight, each event

will count as W. events, hence the original dependence is effectively divided
1

out, and the new relation is factored in. All re-weighted distributions are

scaled such that they integrate to the same values as the original

distributions.

The Monte-Carlo generates events at rs = 62 GeV. The distribution

F(a,B,q) describes the data at both 62 and 44 GeV, and since scaling violations

are expected to be small,5) relation III-2 is also assumed valid for the 44 GeV

data. These properties enable us to use the same Monte-Carlo data set for both

62 and 44 GeV; however the kinematic definition of XF involves hvs, and we
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must re-define:

Eq. III-4) X(44 GeV) = ( 62 GeV) (62/44) = (62 GeV)' (1.408)

b) Fiducial Cuts

Four fiducial cuts are applied to the data in Pass 5 which remove

remaining accidentals, eliminate badly fitted events, and increase the

data/background ratio from 50 % to 80%. For consistency in acceptance

calculation, the Monte-Carlo events are also processed through the same

cuts. Event flow in Pass 5 is summarized in Table III-2, and the details

of each cut are listed in the following discussion:

i) Bdl Minimum

Both muons per event are required to penetrate at least 22

KG-meterstof magnetized iron. This insures that the tracks have traversed

sufficient bending-path for reliable momentum fitting. Figure III-5

illustrates two common types of events plaguing the background which are

eliminated by this cut. Part a) shows a "chimney" event, in which track 1

escapes the detector through the gap between yokes 1 and 2 (just forward

of the intersection), thus bypassing much absorber. Part b) is a "seagull"

event, where track 1 is bent around the rear of the magnet by the residual

field there, and traverses very little iron. The Bdl's for the

bad tracks in both of these events, as read from the figure, are well

under 22 KG-m; hence they are rejected. The Bdl cut is instrumental in

covering these "thin" spots in the detector which can fall prey to hadron

punch-through.

Figure III-6 displays the distributions of minimum Bdl+ for events at

both beam energies. The data (unlike sign), background (like-sign), and

*) The amount of magnetized iron (in KGauss-meters) traversed by a track
is abbreviated "Bdl".

t) In deriving d/dm, a 22.5 KG-m cutoff is used; this value is marginally
loosened to 22.0 KG-m for the other kinematic cross-sections because of
the tighter X2 cut applied.

+) If one track in an event has a Bdl under the cutoff, the event is
rejected; hence the parameter on which we cut is the "minimum" Bdl of
the event, ie. the Bdl of the track penetrating least iron.
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Monte-Carlo have all been normalized to the same peak value, thus are not

plotted to the same scale. It is evident that the background generally

tends toward lower Bdl than the data, supporting the existance of hadrons

punching through "weak" areas in the detector. The Bdl distribution of

the Monte-Carlo agrees with that of the data, and both exhibit the strong

peak at Bdl 26 KG-m due to the detector geometry.

The net normalization of data-background over acceptance was found

to be constant for cuts up toBdl > 27 KG-m, at which point a lack of

statistics begins to affect background and acceptance calculations.

The imposed Bdl minimum of 22 - 23 KG-m can be seen to cut a

considerably higher percentage of background than data without

significantly depriving statistics and affecting overall normalization,

thus is one of the prime conditions imposed in the Pass 5 analysis.

Numerical results are presented in Table III-2, where one can see drastic

improvement in the background normalization after chimney events (such as

shown in Fig. III-5 (a)) are eliminated from the de-focused/de-focused

data.

ii) X Maximum

One of the track quality parameters generated by Pass 2 and stored on

the Pass 3 summary files is the X2 of the momentum fit. Quantatively:

A.= Distance between spacepointi
2 and fitted track

Eq. III-5) X (Ai/i ) where:
i= Error allotted spacepoint)

from multiple scattering

The sum is taken over all
spacepoints per track.

The X2 of a track is a measure of the "goodness" of its fit. Event

pictures were scanned to ensure event selection as a function of a X -

maximum cut.

*) In the remainder of the text and figures, "X2 " denotes the sum of the
X of both fitted tracks. In the event pictures, the X2 for each
track are listed separately as "XI" and "X2".
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The following resulted:

X2 < 10 : All excellent fits, very little (<3%) accidentals
2
X < 20 : Mainly good fits, few (3%) accidentals.
2
X < 50 : Most events are fitted reasonably. Accidentals pollute

5+10% of the data.
2
X > 50 : Mostly misfitted events and accidentals.

The X2 distributions of data, background and Monte-Carlo events are shown

in Fig. III-7. We can immediately see that the background has a higher
2

average X than data, due to accidental processes and misfitting in many

like-sign events.

The data has more events at high X2 than the Monte-Carlo. Much of

this effect is due to background contaminating the data which has not yet

been subtracted in the figure. In our complicated geometry, it is

impossible to precisely imitate all processes influencing the data; this

modeling inefficiency also contributes somewhat to the lower X tail of

the Monte-Carlo.

The net normalization of data-background over acceptance is independent

of the X2 cut applied down to X < 10, before falling statistics

appreciably affect results.

iii) Pt maximum

Accidentals such as cosmic rays often are fit with unphysical values of

kinematic parameters. A Pt maximum of 12.5 GeV has been imposed on the data

to intercept remaining events of this type, and the results are summarized

in Table III-2. A detailed scan of event pictures has yielded no bona-fide,

well-fitted events with Pt > 12.5 GeV.

iv ) I3 Cut

The Pass 5 program employs the linear fit information output from Pass 3

to recognize and reject the I3 muons described in Section III-4.

Figure III-2 shows a typical example, and the basic signatures of this type

of accidental are readily obvious:

1) The I3 muons tend to travel in the beam direction, thus

dx/dz and dy/dz of the fitted line are under 0.2.
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2) The I3 muons are usually displaced from the intersection region

at z=O, thus using the fit, we can expect r0o x 2+y2 1z=O

to be over 1 meters. Normal muons yield much smaller values

of r because they always originate in the intersection region.

3) The I3 muons are usually of high momenta (>6GeV), thus bend

very little and result in excellent straight-line fits with

low residuals (under 5cm/point).

4) Any line fit to the spacepoints associated with a good track

will always point toward the intersection as z - 0. If the

line leads away from the intersection, it generally belongs

to an I3 muon bending outward'.

Conditions are applied to the linear fit parameters in order to

identify and remove prospective I3 muons which fulfill the above

prescriptions. 100 raw events not passing this cut were manually scanned

to test its validity; over 95% were indeed due to I3 muons, and the

remainder arose from other accidentals. The selection efficiency was also

examined by isolating a sample of 25 I3 muons through handscan and

applying the cut; all 25 events were flagged and rejected.

Since I3 muons plague focused/focused events, this cut aids in

reducing background normalization. Results are summarized in Table III-2.

c) Event Scan

Pictures were made of all events output from Pass II having m > 8 GeV,

and three physicists patiently scanned and commented on each one. A total

of 2300 events were examined. The functions and results of the scan are

discussed below:

i) Tracing of "BAD" events

A "BAD" event arises from an accidental process. Events voted "BAD" by

the scanners were flagged and traced through the Pass 3 and Pass 5 analyses.

*) The origin (x=y=z=o) is defined at the center of the intersection. The beam
axis points in the z direction, and the x-axis points radially out- tithe ISR.-

t) Most I3 muons exhibit little or no bending. Any I3 muons bent outward are
recognized by condition (4), while those bent far inward cannot be
discerned from normal tracks, however they will give worse momentum fits
due to track propagation in the wrong direction.
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As summarized in Table III-3, we originally saw BAD/total ratios of

30% (62 GeV) and 56% (44 GeV) in the data output from Pass 2. After

Pass 5, these ratios drop to 4.2% (62 GeV) and 4.5% (44 GeV), and attest

to the effectivity of the fiducial cuts. BAD events are eliminated for

m > 8 GeV, and the lower mass data is normalized down by the final

ratios.

ii) Correction for Vertex-finding Efficiency

All events lacking a vertex were eliminated in Pass 3. Events approved

by the scanners, yet missing a vertex in the inner detector, were added back

into the Pass 5 analysis, resulting in a 9% - 14% correction for m < 8 GeV,

as described in Table III-3.

iii) Investigation of "Misfit" Events

The scanners also noted the fit quality. In a small sample of good

events (7% of the raw data), the fit was found to be perturbed considerably

by various secondary processes (random hits in chambers, etc.). The IBM

Pass 2 program allots three trials for a successful fit convergence; in

many of these cases the final fit still was not completely optimized. The

CDC analysis (described in Appendix III) employs totally different methods of

momentum fitting, spacepoint weighting and energy-loss calculation. Many of

the misfit events were fitted successfully by this package, and in these

cases the results of the other analysis were substituted. If the event was

not found in the alternative analyses, it was declared "ambiguous" and

deleted from the actual data sample, although retained in its normalization.

iv) Correction for Event-finding Efficiency

A comparison of Pass 2 results from the two major analysis chains

yielded a small sample of good-quality events which were accepted by the CDC

analysis, but missed by the program discussed here. An investigation

indicated that much of the discrepancy was due to differences in basic

fitting methods, as discussed above.
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A version of the IBM Pass 2 was created which loosened the weight on

the inner chambers. Most of these "missing" events were now fitted by the

new program. Little change was seen in the amount of accepted Monte-Carlo

events; acceptances of both programs were compatible. The other analyses

employed additional information from the Naples Telescopes (see Sec. II-1)

in vertex determination; this also resulted in acceptable fits of

previously "missing" events.

All events with m > 8 GeV which were found in other analyses, but

missed in the original IBM Pass 2 output were subjected to the inquiry of

the scanning physicists. Approved events were added into the Pass 5 data

flow and yielded corrections of 10 -* 13% for the unscanned data.

After all events tagged via the scan are traced through the analysis,

we receive a net normalization of 1.18 + 1.20 (depending on the beam energy

and the cuts applied) relative to the original "unscanned" sample, as

summarized in Table III-3. All data and background distributions are

scaled by this factor for m < 8 GeV. Events eliminated by "BAD"

determination or re-fitting are accounted for in Table III-2.

d) Background Subtraction

Assuming both tracks of like-sign events to be uncorrelated, an

elementary statistical pairing relation may be involked to estimate the

quantity of unlike-sign background:

NBKG= Estimated number of
unlike-sign background

Eq. III-6) N = 2/N N where: events.
BKG FF W N Number of focused/focused

events.

NUU = Number of
de-focused/de-focused events.

The randomly-paired background data is normalized to integrate to NBKG.

This is done separately for each magnet polarity,and re-scaled data from

both polarities are summed to form the final background distributions which

*) We assign a systematic error of ± 5% to this factor due to scan
uncertainties.
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are subtracted bin-by-bin from the corresponding histograms filled with

unlike-sign data.

e) Acceptance and Cross-section Calculation

Histograms are filled with the kinematic parameters of accepted

Monte-Carlo events, weighting each by W. as introduced in Eq. III-3.
1

Figures III-8 through III-11 show the actual data-background distributions

for mass, Pt XF , and cosecs (the latter three are presented in selected

mass bins), compared with the distributions filled with Monte-Carlo events.

We see a very good agreement within statistical determination, which

attests to accurate modeling in the Monte Carlo.

Histograms are also filled with the kinematic spectra of generated

events, as described by:

Eq. III-7 d4N
2 a G'(m)'F( a1, BT )dm dPt dX dcos6e

(referencing Eq. III-1 thru III-3 and associated discussion)

Each histogram is normalized such that the above relation integrates

to the total number of actual Monte-Carlo events generated (1.5 million).

The acceptance is defined as the bin-by-bin ratio of histograms

filled with accepted and fitted Monte-Carlo events over corresponding

histograms filled with the generated spectra.

The data-background distributions are divided bin-by-bin by this

acceptance, thus producing the cross-section. Statistical errors are

propagated through each stage of the process, and appear with the final

histograms.

----------------------------------------

*) The Monte-Carlo distributions shown in the figure are normalized to the
data-background distributions. The values of mal,lnl (see Eq. III-1)
used in each plot are presented in Appendix II. In general, they are
manually adjusted to be within one a of the corresponding fits to the
data. Sensitivity to the assumed production parameters is also discussed
in Appendix II.
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In summary, the cross-sections are calculated (bin-by-bin) as:

Eq. III-8) doi Ndata- Nbkg X = Arbitrary parameter
dEq. III-8) X i ACC

N(fitted MC) i
ACC.

i N(gen. MC) i

(Calculated at bin # i of histogram)

Figures III-12 through III-19 present the step-by-step procedure

sketched above for cross-section formulation. Three types of plots are

presented; one showing data and background distributions, another showing

acceptance (the smoothed lines are only to guide the eye; the data points

are actually used in the calculation), and the third presenting the actual

cross-section (the curves are fits to the data, all listed in Appendix II ).

Such plots are presented for mass, Pt' XF, and cosOcs (the last 3 in

appropriate mass binst ), at both beam energies. The amounts of data and

background in each mass range are listed in Table III-4.

Because of the fall in acceptance with increasing Icosecs, there

are generally few events in the tail of the cosecs distributions (see

Figs. III-18 and III-19). These events bear considerable weight on fits

to the form (1 + cos2cs), since n is most clearly defined at high cose
cs Cs

With the statistics so limited, the tail events are very sensitive to

acceptance and background corrections. In order to reduce all possible

*)These plots are presented in absolute units, hence the y-axes represent
the # of events per bin. All events plotted vs. P are weighted by 1/Pt,
thus the y-axes in these plots are in # events/GeV.

t)Due to the acceptance cutoff at low mass, sufficient statistics are not
available in the Monte-Carlo for an exact acceptance calculation at
3.1 GeV. In the J region (2 4 GeV), the Pt acceptance is approximated
by weighting all Monte-Carlo events which are both fitted and generated
between 2 < m < 4 GeV to a flat spectrum; this contributes to the large
systematic error assigned to these fits. Cross-sections for XF and
cose cannot be produced in the J region due to the extremely limited
span of acceptance (see Fig. II-8). The range 4 < m < 5 GeV was
omitted from our mass slices due to the large background subtraction
there.
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systematic uncertainty in cose cs, the following additional precautions

were taken:

1) As seen in Figs. III-18 and III-19, the background is flat out

to Icosecsl < 0.8 and has a small peak at Icos sI = 0.5, while

the data consistently drops for cosecsl > 0.4. This results in

a low data/background ratio in the tail of the distribution,

which has a large effect on the fit. In order to minimize

uncertainty from the background, we have taken the low-mass

"slice" of data from 6 + 8 GeV and omitted the 5 -+ 6 GeV

region, which has considerable background contamination.

2) In order to minimize any possible discrepancy in acceptance,

no events were added as misfit, vertex, or event-finding

efficiency corrections for m > 8 GeV. The data was scaled by

the factors described in part (c) of this section. All events

flagged BAD were still eliminated.

3) One of the drift chambers between magnet yokes la and lb

(see Fig. II-3) had developed a small leak during the last

15% of data taken at 62 GeV, which had slightly lowered its

efficiency. This 15% fraction had no significant effect on

the other quantities presented, however a small shift in

the tail of the cose distributions was noticed, so thiscs
portion was eliminated from the cosecs data sample to insure

its integrity.

The above conditions yielded no significant changes in the shapes of

other distributions, hence all data was retained in their derivation in

order to maximize the statistics.
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III -7 ) Pass 6, Normalization and Data Fitting

The Pass 6 program reads the stored Pass 5 histograms from disk, and

first calculates scale factors for the cross-sections as summarized below:

Fd~x) mi ) r 1where:
dci = (dci . R

Eq. III-9) 175 b -lt dX/Ps R = Scale factor from scan
Eq II9) absolute dX Pass 5 w L 1.00 (m > 8 GeV)
differential =1.19 (m < 8 GeV)
cross-sectioncross-section w = Bin-width of histogram

L = Integrated Luminosity
1.12 · 1038 cm- 2 (62 GeV)
0.45 1038 cm- 2 (44 GeV)

Detailed fits are made to the cross-sections, plots are constructed,

and the underlying physics is investigated. More specific details of pass 6

programs are discussed in Section IV.

III-8) Analysis Comparison

Figure III-20 presents a direct comparison of results between the two

analysis procedures. We plot the ratio:

2(mIBM- mCDC)
Eq. III-10) 6 + 

m mIBM mCDC

for the mass values, and a similar 6pt, X,, 6cose for the other quantities.

6 is equal to the percentage difference between the analysis results. The

histograms in Fig. III-20 are filled with the values of 6 for all of the

events common to both analyses. The overlaid gaussians are fits to these

distributions, and we notice that the 's for all quantities at both beam

energies agree excellently with the averaged resolutions quoted in Sec. II-3

and Figs. II-10 thru 11-13. The cose distributions seem to have finite

*) To insure the integrity and quality of the fit, these events are strained
through X2< 50 and Bdl > 22.5 KG-m cuts in both analyses before being
plotted. The events are required to be fitted as unlike-sign in both
analyses.
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tails; these are due to the decline in resolution in cose at low mass
cs

(and are mainly from J's at 3.1 GeV). Events not in common between the

analyses were checked for fitting biases, but their distributions were

also seen to agree within resolution.

The above discussion indicates a satisfactory agreement on the event

level, and a comparison of cross-sections was next attempted to determine

systematic error in final results. The cross-sections d/dm were in

complete agreement. We also found good agreement in the XF, Pt' and

cosecs cross-sections in a bin-by-bin comparison, however these fits were

more sensitive to systematics, fitting biases, and statistics over the

selected mass ranges. The cross-sections for these quantities resulting

from the two analyses were averaged together bin-by-bin to account for any

systematic differences. The averaging procedure is described in

Appendix III. Due to the good agreement between the different analyses,

the unaltered d/dm values from one procedure are quoted (the IBM values

are used due to the higher statistics).
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TABLE III-1

EVENT FLOW THROUGH THE IBM ANALYSIS CHAIN

Analysis Stage

Raw events on
data tapes

Pass 1

Pass 2

Pass 3

Pass 4

Hand Scan
added evts.

Pass 5

(see Table
III-2)

= 62 GeV

7.7 X 106

80,104

28,371

23,558

FF FU UU
1,046 13,799 8,713

1,045 13,766 8,685

1,045 14,070 8,685

239 7,8:

6,3

27 2,389

30M

# Events
Vs = 44 GeV

3.1 X 106

22,812

8,700

F
453 3,184 1,552

453 3,184 1,552

453 3,208 1,552

62 1,509 341

1,225

1Data-Background /

FF: Focused/Focused events

UU: De-focused/De-focused events

FU: Unlike-sign events
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TABLE I I I-2

EVENT FLOW IN THE IBM PASS 5

Definitions:

FU: Unlike-sign events

FF: Focused/Focused events

UU: De-focused/De-focused events

BK: Paired background events created in Pass 3

MC: Monte Carlo events

NRM: Normalized Background events (see Eq. III-6)

% NRM/FU: Background/Data ratio

The "cut#" refers to the number given to the particular cut in

part (b) of Sec III-6.

Four tables are presented for the two cut-values imposed on data

at both beam energies.

All cuts are listed in the order actually applied in the Pass 5

program.

The percentages given under the event values are relative to the

number of events passed by the previous cut.

The percentages listed under "Total Events Passed" are the ratios

of the number of events accepted after all cuts to the number of

events originally input from Pass 4.

THE TABLES ARE PRESENTED ON THE FOLLOWING TWO PAGES
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TABLE III-2(Cont,)

i) Cuts used for do/dm

a) ; * 62 GeV

* Events

Cut I Cut Desc. FU FF UU BK MC NRM 2NRM/FU

Input fromnput 4from 13766 1045 8685 54475 31980 5997 43.6%Pass 4

---- iBand-scan +304
additions (m > 8)

2 x
2

< 50 -1445 -382 -967 -12698 -464 4505 35.7%
10.3% 36.6% 11.1% 23.3% 1.5%

i Bdl > 22. 4KGm -4565 -220 -5300 -23487 -7734 2058 25.5%
36.2% 33.2% 68.7% 56.2% 24.5%

3 Pt < 12.5 GeV -36 -4 -10 -129 -21 2044 25.5%
0.4% 0.,9 0.4% 0.7% 0.1%

4 I3 elimination -150 -200 -19 -5233 0 1497 19.0%
1.9% 45.6% 0.8% 28.8%

.- BAD event -25
elimination (a > 8)
(from scan)

- Misfit and -23
ambiguous
elimination (m > 8)
(from scan)

--- Total Events 7827 239 2389 12928 23761 1497 19.1%
Passed 56.9% 22.9% 27.5% 23.7% 74.3% 25.0Z

b) r - 44 GeV

t Events

Cut t Cut Desc. FPU FF UU BK MC NRM NRM/FU

Input from
Pass 4 3184 453 1552 5509C 31964 1665 52.3%

--- Hand-scan +24
additions (m > 8)

2 X2
50 -506 -206 238 -1710QL -464 1128 41.7%

15.9% 45.5% 15.3% 31.0% 1.5%

1 Bdl > 22.5 KGm -1106 -84 -961 -22866 -7505 471 29.5%
40.9% 34.0% 73.1% 60.2% 23.8%

3 Pt < 12.5 GeV -5 -3 0 -85 -22 466 29.3%
0.3% 1.8% 0.6% 0.1%

4 I3 elimination -79 -98 -12 -7743 0 284 18.8%
5.0% 61.3% 3.4% 51.5%

----- BAD event -3
elimination
(from scan)

Misfit and
ambiguous 0
elimination (m > 8)
(from scan)
C. ' . .: 

_ . __

1509 62 341
47.4% 13.7% 22.0%

7296 23973 284
13.2% 75.0% 17.1%
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TABLE III-2(.Cont.)

ii) Cuts used in other cross-sections

a) ' * 62 GeV

J Events

Cut J Cut Desc. YU FF UU BK MC NRM %NRM/FU

Input from 13766 1045 8685 54475 31980 5997 43.6%
Pass 4

- - - Hand-scan +304
additions (h > 8)

2 x
2

< 20 -2881 -629 -2154 -22154 -1279 3272 29.2%
20.9% 60.2% 24.8% 42.2% 4.0%

1 Bd1 > 22.0 KGm -3445 -127 -4207 -16554 -6284 1789 23.1%
30.8% 30.5% 64.4% 52.6% 20.5%

3 Pt < 12.5 GeV -21 -1 -2 0 -20 1785 23.3%
0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1%

4 I3 elimination -116 -99 -14 -4052 0 1302 17.1%
1.5% 34.4% 0.6% 27.1%

.- BAD event -16
elimination ( > 8)
(from scan)

--~-- Misfit and
ambiguous
elimination (a > 8)
(from scan)

..Total Events
Total Events 7571 189 2308 10888 24397 1302 17.1%

55.0% 18.1% 26.6% 20.0% 76,3% 21.7%

b) ~ ' 44 GeV

I Events

Cut I Cut Desc. FU PF UU BK MC NRM 2NRM/FU

Input from
Pass 4 3184 453 1552 55090 31980 1665 52.3%

Hand-scan +24
additions (m > 8)

2 X
2

< 20 -896 -305 -471 -28305 -1279 791 34.2%
36.0% 67.3% 30.3% 51.4% 4.0%

1 Bdl > 22.0 KGm -832 -46 -758 -15105 -6284 334 22.5%
36.0% 31.1% 70.1% 56.4% 20.5%

3 Pt 
<

12.5 GeV -3 -2 0 -61 -20 330 22.4%
0.2% 2.0% 0.5% 0.1%

4 I3 elimination -53 -60 -10 -6114 0 212 14.9%
3.6% 60.0% 3.1% 52.6%

BAD event -2
elimination ( > 8)
(from scan)

Misfit and 0
ambiguous
elimination (m > 8)
(from scan)

Totl Evet
Passed 1422 40 313 5505 24397

44.7% 8.8% 20.2% 10.0% 76.3%
212
12.7%

14.9%
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TABLE II-3

Breakdown of Scan Normalization Factors

a) T 62 GeV

Operation # Events approved
by Pass 5

Correction
to Normalization

Original Events at
m > 8 GeV

BAD Event Deletion -25 -4.2%

Misfit Adjustment +1 +0.2%

Missing Vertex Corr. +53 +8.8%

Event-finding ff. +78 +13.0%

Final Events at
m > 8 GeV

706

304 events were added to the Pass 5 inputs
80 Re-fit events, 69 Missing-Vertex Events,

Scale factor
for m < 8 GeV

and 155 Finding-eff. Events

BAD Events (m > 8) 334
total Events (m > 8) 1150 30% Before Pass 5 cuts

"n " ~ ~25
- .2 4.2% After Pass 5 cuts599

do/dm cuts are used here.
For cuts used in deriving the other cross-sections, the final
scale factor for m < 8 GeV isl +19.9%

b) s 44 GeV

Operation # Events approved
by Pass 5

% Correction
to Normalization

Original Events at 67
m > 8 GeV

BAD Event Deletion -3 -4.5%

Misfit Adjustments 0 0

Missing Vertex Corr. +9 +13.4%

Event-finding Eff. +7 +10.4%

Final Events at
m > 8 GeV

80

24 Events were added to the Pass 5 inputs
4 Re-fit Events, 11 Missing-Vertex Events,

+19.4 Scale factor
for m < 8 GeV

and 9 Finding-eff. Events

BAD Events (m 8) 112BAD Events (m > 8) -. Y- 56% Before Pass 5 cuts
tot Events (m > 8) 200

67 4.5% After Pass 5 cuts

do/dm cuts are used here.
For cuts used in deriving the other cross-sections, the final
scale factor for m < 8 GeV is, +18.5%
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TABLE II I-4

Total Events used in Cross-section Derivation

Mass Range

(GeV)

d a/dam

2 +4

5 +8

8 11

11 +25

d o/dam

2 +4

5 +8

8 + 17

.... # Events

data background

7827

(2 < m

1497

< 25 GeV)

4389 582

1457 275

536 19

143

1509

(2 < m < 17

4

284

GeV)

897 126

259 26

77 1

data

1517

(2 <

CDC

background

281

m< 15 GeV)

1136 276

318 6.4

54

(11 < m<

608

(2 <

0

15 GeV)

140

11 GeV)

168 28

31

(8 < m< 11

0

GeV)

NOTE: Due to limited acceptance and statistics, the CDC
Analysis does not present any results in the 2 + 4 GeV
mass range.
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FIGURE III-1 A COSMIC RAY
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FIGURE III-2 A TYPICAL "I3 MUON" EVENT
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FIGURE III-3 LIKE-SIGN DITUON EVENTS
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FIGURE III-4 BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION
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FIGURE - II -5 TYPICAL EVENTS ELIMINATED BY THE BDL Cur
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FIGURE III-6 BDL DISTRIBUTIONS

62 GEV DATA - M>4.5 GEV
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44 GEV DATA - M>4.5 GEV
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BDL (KG-M)

BDLIN DISTRIBUTION [X2<50)

The data, background, and Monte-Carlo are all normalized to the same
peak value, thus are not plotted on a common scale (the scale on the
vertical axis is for the data). The cut Bdl > 22 can be seen to cut
a greater percentage of background than data. See Sec. III-6 part b.
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FIGURE III-7 x2 DISTRIBUTIONS

62 GEV DATA - M>4.5 GEV
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44 GEV DATA - M>4.5 GEV
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The data, background, and Monte-Carlo are all normalized to the
same peak value, thus are not plotted on a common scale (the
scale on the vertical axis is for the data). The higher X2

tail of the background is evident. See Sec. III-6 part b.
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FIGURE III-8 Mass; Data-Background vs. Fitted Monte Carlo
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FIGURE III-9 Pt: Data-Background vs. Fitted Monte Carlo
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FIGURE III-10 XF: Data-Background vs. Fitted Monte Carlo
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FIGURE III-11 cosC :
Cs

Data-Backg round VS. Fitted Monte Carlo
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FIGURE III-12 MASS ANALYSIS = 62 GeV
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FIGURE III-13 MASS ANALYSIS = 44 GeV
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FIGURE-III-14
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FIGURE III-15 PT ANALYSIS
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FIGURE II111-16
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FIGURE III-18
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FIGURE I I 1-19 cosecs
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FIGURE I II-20 ANALYSIS COMPARISON
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SECTION IV RESULTS

IV-1) The Mass Spectra

a) Parameterization

Figure IV-1 shows the spectra do/dm of the observed muon pairs at

W = 62 and 44 GeV. We have fit the data at each energy to the form1 )

Eq. IV-l) d = A + BF (m)
dm 4- T

m /s

where FT(m) is a sum of gaussian distributions caused by the m = 11.5%

mass resolution at the T, T', and T'' masses, ie:

2 r½maml 2 ½(m m2 2_m - m ( m _

Eq. V-2) FT(m) = e + a.3Le m2m
Eq. IV-2) F(m) = e + 0.31'e + 0.15e

mO= 9.46 GeV ml= 10.02 GeV m2= 10.30 GeV

The masses and relative branching ratios of the T family are taken from the

data of reference 2. Eq. IV-1 is fit to all points with 4.5 < m < 20 GeV.

The resulting A and B values are:

= 62 GeV s` = 44 GeV

A = 5.76 .17 nbGeV2 A = 5.47 + .34 nb'GeV 2

B = 3.65 .55 pb/GeV B = o.69 + .42 pb/GeV

X2/DF = 16.3/26 X2/DF = 16.7/18

The continuum portion of these fits (ie. B 0) is drawn on Fig. IV-i.

The cross-sections d/dm are listed in Table IV-1. We have assigned a

systematic normalization error of 10% to these measurements, based on

studies of dependence upon the assumed production model in acceptance

calculation, investigations into background sensitivity, and luminosity

error (see Appendix II).

b) Resonances

By integrating FT(m) in Eq. IV-2, cross-sections for the T family are

obtained. Using the fitted B values and correcting for the steeper XF

dependence and isotropic angular distribution measured at the T (see Secs.
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IV-2, IV-3, and App. II), we receive:

C(T + T' + T-''- ) 10.6 + 3.5 pb at vs = 62 GeV
2 ± 2 pb at v = 44 GeV

I have also fit Eq. IV-1 without fixing the exponent on (1 - m/Vs),

allowing it to be determined by the data. The results do not differ

significantly from the exponent of 10 predicted in ref. 1 and are

portrayed in Appendix II. I have widened the errors allotted to the above

cross-sections to account for the B values from these "free exponent"

fits.

The mass spectrum in Figure IV-1 was obtained as described in

Sec. III for m > 4 GeV. Below this mass, the data is dominated by J-J 1WP

at 3.1 GeV, smeared by the 11% mass resolution. In order to calculate the

cross-section in this region, we first subtracted contributions from

background (as described in Sec. III-6) and continuum events (based on the

fit in eq. IV-i, progagated through acceptance and extrapolated to

m < 4 GeV) from the total p p- data, thus obtaining a sample of pure J

events. This process is sketched in Fig. II-9. An acceptance at 3.1 GeV

was calculated by taking the ratio of total accepted/generated Monte-Carlo

events with generated mass between 3.05 and 3.15 GeV; these were weighted
3)

to an isotrophic angular distribution as observed in previous experiments.

The distribution of pure J events was divided by this acceptance and added

onto an extrapolation of the continuum for m < 4 GeV via the fit of Eq.IV-1,

yielding the result in Fig. IV-1.

The J cross-section is obtained by integrating d/dm between 2 -+ 4 GeV

and subtracting the continuum contribution. Due to the limited range of

acceptance (see Sec. II-3), we measure J's produced with 0.1 < < 0.35;

thus we have removed the assumed XF dependence from the acceptance

calculations, and present d/dXF at < XF> = 0.2:

da- (J + +- ) 41 ± 12 nb at Y = 62 GeV

dXF < > = 0.2 15 5 nb at = 44 GeV

The quoted errors include systematic uncertainty from acceptance and

luminosity measurement.
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The J and T cross-sections have been plotted in Fig. IV-2 along with

the results of other experimentsT as a function of i = m/s. The curves

are derived from our continuum fit, and have the form (1 - J5l)10/ ,

arbitrarily normalized to the data points. The general agreement of the

data with these curves indicates that the J and T cross-sections scale

with V/ in a fashion similar to the continuum.

At s = 62 GeV, we find 3 events with mass over 20 GeV, while only one

would be expected by integrating the continuum fit. This allows us to set

an upper limit on production of new resonances "X" with mX > 20 GeV of:

a (X + Hp) 40 10 - 3 8 cm2

at a 95% confidence level.

c) Scaling Comparison

As mentioned in Sec. I, the phenomenon of scaling (ie. m3d2 o/dmdXF =F(T))

is a direct consequence of the Drell-Yan formula. Figure IV-3 portrays

d 2/dmdXF at XF=O as a function of for our data at 62 and 44 GeV, together

with the 27.4 GeV data from ref. 4. The J and T regions (m < 4.5 and

8 < m < 12.5 GeV) are excluded. I have extrapolated our data to XF=O by:

d 2 d{ a+l(

Eq. iv-4) dm dXF 2 assuming: d ( - IXF )
F dXF

XF=0

The value =2.5 is taken for both 62 and 44 GeV as an average over the

continuum (see Sec. IV-2). The CFS data was converted from y=0 to XF=O

by means of eq. IV-3.

*) The cross-sections are plotted in the form d/dX at XF = 0. In the T
region, the measured XF distributions are used to convert the data (see
Sec. IV-2). In the J region, I have assumed the form (1 - XFI)B,
with = 4.0 for 62 GeV and = 3.5 for 44 GeV. The error bars have
been widened by 20% to account for possible inaccuracy in this assumption.

t) For results given in the form d/dy at y = 0, where y is the rapidity
variable (see App. I), I have used the relation:

Eq. IV-3) dol = d 
XF=O 2m dy y=O

+) The variation of over the mass range considered will have under 15%
effect on eq. IV-4.
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The 62 and 44 GeV data overlap between 0.10 < F < 0.13, and in this

region the coincidence of the plotted values support scaling within

experimental significance. For 7 = 0.2 + 0.3, our 62 GeV data overlaps

with the 27.4 GeV Fermilab data. Although the cross-sections differ by

two orders of magnitude, we can see no significant scaling violations.

We have constructed an F(T) based on the continuum term of eq. IV-i:

Eq. IV-5) m3 d d = F(T) = C(1 - )10/
dm dXF

The C values have been fit to the data as plotted in Fig. IV-3, Fits are

made separately at fs = 62 and 44 GeV. The results of both fits are

listed and their corresponding curves are drawn on the figure.. The

agreement between C6 2 and C4 4 supports the use of scaling ansatz eq. IV-5

in this energy range.

We have also plotted the 27.4 GeV fit of ref. 5, which becomes:

2 2 2
Eq. IV-6) 3 d 8 l-30 -26.6 cm 2GeV

dm dXF = (27.8 

XF=O

Observing Fig. IV-3, it can be seen that eq. IV-6 does not describe our

data at smaller T and can not be extended into the region / < 0.2.

d) Comparison with the Drell-Yan Formula

The Drell-Yan model was introduced in Section I, and Eq. I-1 states

the resulting cross-section for d 2/dmdXF. By using the proton structure

functions adapted from the deep-inelastic neutrino scattering data of

Ref. 6 as quoted in Ref. 7.

u (x) = 2.13 ¢x (1 - x) 2 8

d (x) = 1.26 ( - x)3
Eq. IV-7) v 81

U(x) = d(x) = 0.27 (1 - x)

s(x) = s(x) = ((x) + d(x))

(Sea contributions from charmed and heavier quarks are

assumed negligible)

---------------------______--_------_____________________________________

*) The ISR data seems to be systematically higher than the corresponding
Fermilab data in this region, but the difference is within our
experimental error and the 25% systematic normalization error quoted
in ref. 4.
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the Drell-Yan cross-section can be calculated from Eqs. I-1 and IV-7

(setting XF = 0).

2 8c 1

Eq. IV-8) d d u(x) [4u(x +21 u (x)]
dmda5/X F 0 9m4 v

where x1l x2 V as XF 0 (see Eqs. I-2)

The da/dm for m > 4.5 GeV has been extrapolated to XF=0 as in Eq.IV-4

and associated discussion, and is displayed in Fig. IV-4 for both beam

energies. The plotted curve is the Drell-Yan prediction resulting from

Eqs. IV-8 and IV-7. We see that the Drell-Yan formula satisfactorally

describes the general shape of the continuum (discounting the effects of

T resonances between 8 and 12 GeV).

Our measured cross-sections are systematically higher than the

Drell-Yan estimates. We define a factor K, such that:

Eq. IV) K measured cross-section
Drell-Yan prediction (using DIS. Structure fcns.)

By looking at Fig. IV-4 at 62 GeV, we see a K factor of 1.6 for

m < 8 GeV, a higher K of 2.2 at 10 < m < 12 GeV, and again a somewhat

lower K for m > 12 GeV (determination limited by statistics). At 44 GeV, we

also find a factor K = 1.5 for m < 8 GeV, and a lack of statistics

prohibits a quantitative investigation beyond the T mass.

Lower energy experiments have found K factors ranging from 1.6

(Ref. 8) to 2.2 (Ref. 7), however suffer from normalization uncertainty

introduced by nuclear targets. Theoretical arguments based on the

perturbative effect of QCD contributions predict a (very approximate)

factor of two9 ) but depend heavily on the (presently unknown) effects of

higher-order QCD processes.

The use of nucleon structure functions derived in lepton scattering

experiments assume the probing of nucleons in space-like and time-like

fashion to be equivalent. The structure functions quoted in Eq. IV-7

were derived at Q2 = -20 GeV2. By using eq. IV-8 over the span

*) The 11% mass resolution causes = 20% T contamination in this interval
due to the exponentially dropping cross-section.
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m2 = q2 = 20 ~ 400 GeV2 we neglect scaling violations which are expectedl 0)

to be under 15% and within the error allotted to eqs. IV-7 in Ref. 7.

IV-2) Dependence on XF

Figures IV-5 and IV-6 present d/dXF in the stated mass intervals. The

solid lines are fits of the form:

Eq. V-l d F= A (1 -
dXF x

The resulting A and values are listed in Table IV-2. For the 62 GeVx
data, we notice a significantly steeper XF behavior in the region

8 < m 11 GeY (50% contribution from T resonances) than in the two

adjacent intervals. This also is seen to a lesser extent in the 44 GeV

data, where we find a steeper XF dependence (via the fits of eq. IV-10)

in the region m > 8 GeV. At 62 GeV, we notice the high-mass interval

m > 11 GeV to have a broader XF distribution than the lower mass

5 > m > 8 GeY region, as indicated in lower energy experiments 3)

The dashed lines in Figs. IV-5 and IV-6 are Drell-Yan calculations

scaled up by 1.6 (the K factor discussed earlier). We have used the

structure functions of Eq. IV-7 in the Drell-Yan formula (eq. I-l) and

numerically integrated over the mass ranges considered to yield the

do/dXF curves. The shape of the predictions generally agree with the

data Cexcluding T effects), and support the flatter distributions at

higher mass,.

IV-3) Dependence on cose
cs

Figure IV-7 shows da/dlcosOc s at / = 62 GeV over the labeled

mass intervals. The curves are fits of the form:

da 2
Eq. IV-11) . ... = A (l + cosO )d cosecsf c cs

The resulting values of A and are listed in Table IV-3. At 62 GeV,

we find polarizations of 1 in the intervals m < 11 GeV, as expected

from the Drell-Yan mechanism (see SeC.I). In the interval m 11 GeV,
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a steeper polarization of > 1 seems indicated, but the fit is

statistically limited. We see a smaller value of n in the region

8 < m < 11 GeV (50% contribution from T resonances) than in the

surrounding continuum. We also fit successfully to the form of eq.

IV-11 at - = 44 GeV, however statistical fluctuation and lack of

events at high Icose I rule out more precise statements.

The results of the IBM analysis are used here; precautions

taken to avoid systematic error are outlined in Sec. III-6 (e).

The CDC results are in agreement.

IV-4) Transverse Momentum

Figures IV-8 and IV-9 show the transverse momentum distributions

da/dpt for different mass intervals (as labeled). Omitting the first

bin(s) (Pt < 0.5 GeV) dominated by the effects of quark confinement)

we obtain good fits to a simple exponential:

Eq. IV-12) d2 A e t
dp t P

as drawn on the figure. The fit results are summarized in Table IV-4,

where we quote 2/a = <t>. The average transverse momentum has also been

calculated over these mass ranges in more detail by summing all events

with pt< 4 GeV and correcting each for acceptance. The resulting

average is adjusted for background subtraction, and contributions

from tail events at t> 4 GeV are calculated by integrating the fitted

exponential. The <t> values resulting from this method (averaged between

both analyses) are also listed in Table IV-4 and are plotted versus mass

(together with lower energy data) in Fig. IV-10.

A comparison of our data with results of previous experiments

supports the increase of <t> with CM energy. The increase of <pt>

with mass is also evident; <Pt> reaches 1.9 GeV ( = 62 GeV) and

1.5 GeV ( = 44 GeV) at the higher mass intervals. This can not be

explained within the framework of Drell-Yan annihilation, where the Pt

from quark confinement reaches only 300 MeV ) and is independent of

beam energy.

The curves drawn on Fig. IV-10 are QCD predictions from Ref. 12,

in which estimated contributions from the "Compton process" (see Fig.

I-2) are included in determining the <t> of the lepton pair.
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The high-mass ISR data overlaps in T with the lower-energy

Fermilab data at ;T = 0.2. We have plotted <Pt> at fixed V = 0.2 as

a function of vi in Figure IV-11. The data indicates a linear increase
12)

in <pt> with is, as predicted at fixed T by QCD calculations.

Figure IV-12 shows the results of QCD calculations 3 ) describing

the shape of the t distribution for 5 < m < 8 GeV at = 62 GeV.

The dotted line is a gaussian of a = 680 MeV representing the effects

of primordial quark motion (measured to be a 300 MeV per quark at

e e colliders, see Ref. 11) and low P pairs produced from multiple
14)

gluon emission in higher-order QCD processes. As seen in the figure,

these effects alone do not describe the shape of the observed t spectrum,

particularly the tail of the distribution at pt> 2 GeV. Contributions

from the two first-order perturbative QCD corrections (Compton and

Annihilation processes; see Fig. I-2) are seperately sketched on

Fig. IV-12. The annihilation process dominates at pt< 1 GeV, but the

Compton process supercedes this correction at higher pt and accounts for

the observed tail. Both of these terms diverge as p t 0, where effects

of confinement momentum dominate and the perturbative approach looses

validity. To account for the confinement effects, the author of Ref. 12

has convoluted the first-order QCD corrections with the primordial

gaussian (widened by the effect of higher-order QCD), obtaining the
*

solid curve drawn on Fig. IV-12. We see that the form of this curve

agrees well with our data over the range of t observed.

IV-5) Fits to the Sea Quark Distribution

Using the Drell-Yan formula at XF=0 (eq. IV-8) and the valence

quark distributions originating from the neutrino scattering data as

quoted in eq. IV-7, I have performed fits to the sea quark distributions

using the form of Ref. 7:

U(x) = T(x) = A (1 - x)b
Eq. IV-13) s

s(x) = (x) = [l(x) + d(x)

The data was extrapolated to XF=0O by Eq. IV-4, using the measured

6 values (Table IV-1). The errors associated with the corresponding XF

…-------…---- ___-- ________________________ ________________________

*) The curve was not produced in absolute units and has been normalized
to the data.
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fits were propagated into the data points. To avoid resonance

contamination, we use only points with 5 < m < 8 GeV and m > 12.5 GeV.

At = 62 GeV, we find A = 0.42 ± .05 and b = 8.3 ± 1.0 with a

X2 /DF = 6/17. Using this fitted sea parameterization in the Drell-Yan

formula (eq. IV-8), we see good agreement with the data in Fig. IV-13.

Fits at V = 44 GeV confirm this result, but their significance is limited

by the lower statistics. The value of b stated above agrees with the sea

exponent of 8.1 obtained from the deep-inelastic scattering data (eqs.

IV-7).

The K factor (see eq. IV-9) is implicit in the fitted value of

A . Ignoring the relatively small contribution from double sea quark
s

annihilation in eq. IV-8 and taking K=1.6, we find A= A s/1.6 = 0.26±.03,

in good accordance with the sea normalization of 0.27 as obtained from

the DIS. data (eq. IV-7).

Basing arguments upon the differing content of up and down quarks

in the proton and the effects of the Pauli principle, Feynman and Field

have proposed 5 ) that the up and down distributions in the proton sea are

not identical. We take the form:

b
u(x) = A (1 - x)

Eq. IV-14) bd(x) = A ( - x)

and s(x) = s(x) = [u(x) + d(x)]

Using this parameterization with the valence distributions of eq.

IV-7, we have fit our 62 GeV data to A , b, and bd. Our fit has yielded

A 0= .43 ± .08, bu= 9.1 ± 3.3, and bd= 5.5 + 4.6 with X2/DF = 6/16. These

values show steeper behavior of the up sea as indicated by similar fits

to Fermilab data by the CFS collaboration, which gave (without q

correction) b = 11.10 .26 and bd= 7.62 + .08.
u d

*)The small errors allotted to the CFS fit results indicate that they
do not include systematic uncertainty, and are statistically derived
from the X2 behavior of the fit.
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MEASURED CROSS-SECTION VS, MASS

da/dm VsH = 62 GeV

(X 10o36 cm2 /GeV)
do/dm /s = 44 GeV

(X 10-36 cm2/GeV)

10800 + 4700
10200 ± 3000
15000 + 2400
20400 + 2800
31400 + 3700
38200 ± 3500
47800 ± 2400
50200 ± 2400
45200 ± 2400
40500 ± 2300
38000 + 2200
30800 ± 2100
23300 + 1900
19900 ± 1800
12800 ± 1600
12000 ± 1500
7900 ± 1500
4000 ± 1300
822 ± 64
335 ± 28
195 ± 15
120 ± 9

76.9 ± 6.0
52.6 + 4.5
36.8 ± 3.4
25.7 ± 2.7
22.4 ± 2.2
17.5 ± 1.8
18.4 ± 1.9
13.5 ± 1.7
7.73 ± 1.19
6.89 +± 1.13
4.84 ± .93
3.78 ± .80
2.67 ± .66
2.23 + .59
1.28 ± .45
0.75 ± .33
1.25 ± .44
0.60 ± .29
0.36 ± .22
0.36 ± .21
0.60 ± .31
0.12 ± .12
0.24 ± .18
0.24 ± .20
0.12 ± .13

0.12 + .15

0.12 ± .18
0.12 ± .24
___________

6000 + 5800
6000 + 3000
7100 + 2100
8800 + 1400

13100 + 2100
16000 + 2400
18500 + 2800
20600 + 3000
22500 + 3300
22400 + 3300
15500 + 2600
13900 + 2500
10000 + 2100
10000 + 2100
2600 + 1330

345 + 57
206 + 28
105 + 40
57.6 + 8.5
26.6 + 5.0
20.2 + 3.9
17.4 + 3.3
12.4 + 2.7
7.7 + 1.9
3.5 + 1.3
4.3 + 1.3
3.7 + 1.2
4.5 + 1.4

1.44 + .75
1.75 + .80
0.66 + .32
0.33 + .42

0.29 + .32
0.31 + .33
0.32 + .33

0.32 .36
__ ________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Mass Range

(GeV)

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5

- 2.3
- 2.4
- 2.5
- 2.6
- 2.7
- 2.8
- 2.9
- 3.0
- 3.1
- 3.2
- 3.3
- 3.4
- 3.5
- 3.6
- 3.7
- 3.8
- 3.9
- 4.0
- 4.5
- 5.0
- 5.5
- 6.0
- 6.5
- 7.0
- 7.5
- 8.0
- 8.5
- 9.0

- 9.5
- 10.0
- 10.5
- 11.0
- 11.5
- 12.0
- 12.5
- 13.0
- 13.5
- 14.0
- 14.5
- 15.0
- 15.5
- 16.0
- 16.5
- 17.0
- 17.5
- 18.0
- 18.5
- 19.0

- 19.5
- 20.0
- 20.5
- 21.0
- 21.5
- 22.0
- 22.5
- 23.0
- 23.5
- 24.0
- 24.5
- 25.0

TABLE IV-1



TABLE IV-2 FITS TO XF DISTRIBUTIONS

d/dXF = Ax( - IXFI)

Mass Range Ax

(GeV) (X 10- 3 5 cm2 )

43.5 + .3

8.5 .8

1.5 .3

16.3 .3

2.4 + .5

2.71 + .24

3.26 .33

2.09 + .27

2.09 + .39

2.57 + .32

100

¥s

(GeV)

x 2 /DF

62

44

5+8

8 -+ 11

11 + 25

5 +8

8 -+ 17

9.9/15

11.7/14

5.1/9

2.0/7

3.3/8



TABLE IV-3 FITS TO COSOCS DISTRIBUTIONS
CS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

do/dcos8 = Ac(l + ncos2 8 )

Mass Range Ac

(GeV) (X 10-36 cm2)

6.7.2 + 4.5

29.2 2.3

5.9 + 1.1

70 8

8.8 + 1.6

1.24 .56

0.82 + .55

3.38 + 1.94

1.95 ±1.09

3.02 + 1.79

101

Is

(GeV)

11 X 2 /DF

62

44

6+8

8 + 11

11 -+ 25

5 -+ 817

8 17

11.7/15

11.3/6

3.2/5

9.3/6

4.0/6



TABLE IV-4

-a 'PT
Fits to Ae , and average transverse momenta.

The errors include estimates of systematic uncertainties.

Mass Range

(GeV)

2+ 4

5+ 8

8+ 11

11 25

2+ 4

5+ 8

8 + 17

A
p

10- 3 5 (cm 2 /GeV 2)

3300 + 1000

22. + 2.

2.3 + 0.3

0.54 + 0.23

2500 + 1000

9.3 + 2.3

0.9 0.4

Z- <PT>

(GeV)

<PT> from
events
(GeV)

62 GeV

44 GeV

FIT

X /DF

7.9/10

8.2/10

2.9/10

6.5/7

5.1/8

4.3/7

0.9/7

1.4

1.5

1.9

1.9

± 0.2

± 0.1

+ 0.2

± 0.4

1.40

1.60

2.05

1.95

1.10

1.50

1.50

± 0.20

+ 0.10

± 0.15

± 0.25

+ 0.20

+ 0.15

+ 0.15

1.1 +

1.5 +

1.9 

0.2

0.2

0.4
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FIGURE IV-1

2 4 6 8 10 20
MLL (GeV)

Measured cross-section as a function of mass.

The curves are continuum fits, listed in Sec. IV-1.
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FIGURE IV-2 J AND T EXCITATION
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FIGURE IV-3
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FIGURE IV-5

= 62 GeV

GeV

8<m<lII GeV

Measured cross-section in XF at As = 62 GeV.

fits to the data listed in Table IV-2. The

Drell-Yan predictions, scaled up by a factor

The solid lines are
dashed lines are

of 1.6.
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FIGURE IV-6

Xdx/dFv

XF

Measured crossesection in XF at s = 44 GeV. The solid lines

are fits to the data listed in Table IVr2. The dashed lines

are Drell-Yan predictions, scaled up by a factor of 1.6.
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FIGURE IV-7

FIT: 1 +ncos286,
-- -1.24*0.56 X/DF-11.7/17-2
--- 0 -0.83*0.57 rX/DF-17.9/16-2
- -3.38±1.96 X2/DF- 3.1/ 7-2

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

do/d cos8C,, F-5=62 Gev
Angular distributions of dimuons relative to the Collins-Soper

axis (see App. -I). The curves are fits to the data (Table IV-3).
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FIGURE IV-8

<dp

0 I 2 3 4 5
pT (GeV)

Transverse momentum distributions at 's = 62 GeV. The lines are fits

to a simple exponential (omitting bins with Pt<0 .5 GeV); See Table IV-4.
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FIGURE IV-9

d a
d p2

Transverse momentum distributions at v = 44 GeV. The lines are fits
to a simple exponential (omitting bins with Pt<0.5 GeV)p See Table IVy4.
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FIGURE IV-10
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FIGURE IV-11

2.5

2.0

> 1.5

& -.
1.0

0.5

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
/s (GeV)

Average transverse momentum vs. at a common / = 0.2.

A linear increase of <pt> with Vs at fixed T is predicted

by QCD calculations. The line sketched above was visually fit

to the data points.
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FIGURE IV-12,

d/r 

PT [GeV]
Transverse momentum distribution for 5 < m < 8 GeV, = 62 GeV.
Results of QCD calculations from ref. 13 are overlaid. The first
order processes in as are dashed lines. The dotted curve is a
gaussian of a=680 MeV, representing non-perturbative effects of
quark confinement, and higher-order QCD processes producing low-p
pairs. The QCD terms are convoluted with the gaussian to yield te
solid curve.
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FIGURE IV-13

-33

5 7 9 1I 13 15 1I

m(GeV)

Plot of the data vs. Drell-Yan prediction using the

fitted sea function from Sec. IV-5,
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CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that the shape of the mass spectra and XF distributions

presented in this thesis agree well with the predictions of the

Drell-Yan model. The measured cross-sections are a factor of 1.6 above

Drell-Yan estimates, which is in agreement with QCD normalization

corrections within the accuracy of present calculations.

The addition of first-order QCD gluon processes to Drell-Yan

annihilation can describe the high average transverse momenta (up to 2 GeV)

observed in this experiment, as well as the increase of <pt> with mass and

vs. The shape of our measured t distributions agrees with first-order

QCD predictions for pt> 1 GeV; at smaller Pt, non-perturbative effects must

be introduced for an adequate description.

We find no indications of scaling violation within the significance of

experimental errors in a comparison between our measurements at 62 and 44 GeV

and lower energy data.

The sea-quark distribution extracted by fitting our measured

cross-section to the Drell-Yan formula agrees with that derived from

neutrino scattering data (see Refs. 6 and 7 of Sec. IV) after accounting

for the factor 1.6 normalization correction, indicating the equivalence

between weak and electromagnetic probing of proton structure.

The measured J and T cross-sections, together with lower energy data,

scale with VT in a similar fashion to the continuum. The T region appears

to have a steeper XF dependence and flatter polarization than the

surrounding continuum. No evidence is found for new vector mesons beyond

the T mass, and we set an upper limit of B a < 40-10- 38 cm2 on new heavy
14' x

resonances with mass over 20 GeV, which possess decay channels into muon

pairs.
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APPENDIX I DEFINITIONS

We describe the final state of the dimuons in terms of the

quantities m, XF Pt. and cos cs. These are defined below:

m invarient mass of muon pair = P 1 + P 2 1 = [2m 2 + E1E2 - -P /2

P 1,P2 = 4-momenta of muons

P1 ,P2 = 3-momenta of muons

m = muon rest mass

E1, E2 = Energy of muons

XF Feynman scaling variable = P,,/P(max) = ( 2

A(m2, 4m2, s)
p

A(A,B,C) = A 2 + B2 + C2 _ 2AB - 2AC - 2BC

m = proton rest mass
p

/E = total CM energy of proton-proton system

p, = longitudinal momentum of dimuon in CM frame.

P(max) = Maximum kinematically allowable momentum of dimuon in
CM frame.

Occasionally the rapidity (y) of the dimuon is used in place of XF:

y = 1 ln( + Pt) and the fractional momenta become: X1 e

E- P2 (see Sec. I) e

Pt = Transverse momentum of dimuons in CM frame = Pt(l)+ Pt(2)

cose C Cosine of helicity angle relative to the Collins-Soper axis.
cs 1)

The Collins-Soper axis is defined to bisect the angle between

beam 1 and the reversed beam 2 (See Fig. AI-1), as seen in the

dimuon rest frame. 8cs and ~cs are conventionally defined

relative to the direction of the .

REFERENCES

1) J.C. Collins and D.E. Soper, Phys. Rev. D 17, 1834 (1977).
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SENSITIVITIES AND SYSTEMATICS

This appendix presents details of fit sensitivity to assumed

production parameters (ie. acceptance effects) and background subtraction.

The effect of systematics on net normalization is estimated. Results of

the IBM analysis package are used.

AII-1) Sensitivity to Production Parameters

The Monte-Carlo weighting scheme was discussed in Section III-6.

We describe the distribution of generated events as:

4E. AIIN (1 - m//)K -apt - IX.,) (1 + ncos2 e
Eq. AII-1)- d dcoscs 4/s e (1 s

dm dpt dXF dC s m/ 

Events are generated flat in cs' In Figure AII-1 thru AII-7,

the sensitivity to the assumed production parameters a,B,n is investigated.

The horizontal axis of these plots determines the value of a,a,n, or K

used in the Monte-Carlo weighting. Each plot varies only one of the

production parameters, while keeping the others fixed at their selected

values. The vertical axis represents the value a,S, , or K resulting from

the fit to the data (as annotated on the figure; see Sec. IV). The

heavy dots represent the actual fits performed, the lighter

dots are interpolations to guide the eye. The circle which is

drawn on the plots represents the selected "operating point"; its

x-coordinate is the value of the production parameter used in the final

accepted fit, and the y-coordinate is the result of this fit -

The vertical error bar is output from the fit, and the

horizontal error bar is output from the corresponding fit to the varied

production parameter.

The dependence of fits on their respective production

parameters (ie. pt(fit) vs. pt(weight)) is an effect of detector resolution;

the acceptance is defined as the ratio of events fitted within bin limits

over events generated within bin limits.

*)K is fixed at 10 in all figures except AII-3 and AII-4, where it is
allowed to vary.
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AII-2) Background Sensitivity

Figures AII-8 -* AII-12 study the background sensitivity of the

data fits. The horizontal axis lists the percentage of full background

subtracted (from 50% + 150%), and the vertical axis is the value of

a,6,n,A,B,K output from the data fit. The heavy points are results of

actual fits, the light points are interpolations. The circle is the

operating point at 100% background subtraction, and the error bar is

output from that fit. Horizontal errors are not drawn, but from

statistical arguments we expect our background accuracy to be better

than 15%.

Background effects are more pronounced at lower mass; for m > 8

GeV there is comparatively little background, hence its effect is negligable.

AII-3) Normalization Error

From the studies contained in this appendix and Secs, II and III,

we can add contributions to the systematic error on net cross-section

normalization:

Error Source %Error

Production Parameter Sensitivity 5%

Background Sensitivity 4%

Luminosity Measurement 6%

Selection Efficency (scan error) .5%

TOTAL = 10%

Thus we estimate that systematics on cross-section normalization

amount to within a +10% error.
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FIGURE AII-1
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FIGURE AII-2
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FIGURE AII-3
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FIGURE AI -4
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FIGURE AII-5
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FIGURE A II-9
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FIGURE AII-10
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FIGURE AII -11
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FIGURE AII-12
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APPENDIX III THE CDC ANALYSIS AND THE AVERAGING PROCESS

AIII-1) The CDC Analysis

This section briefly traces event processing through the second

analysis package. The net statistics accepted by the CDC chain are

generally lower than the statistics produced by the IBM programs because

of the requirement of two outer chambers per track in the CDC analysis.

This is particularly relevant at low mass (m < 4 GeV), where the tracks

produced with smaller momenta do not always penetrate the detector

completely.

a) Pass 1

The CDC Pass 1 performs the same function as the IBM Pass 1; raw events

are pre-filtered before being fit in Pass 2. The following cuts are applied:

1) The drift-times are checked on all hit chamber wires; all wires

out-of-time are rejected as accidentals. Al least 7 spacepoints are

required in the detector.

2) Spacepoints must exist in two sets of outer chambers in different

parts of the detector (effective -match).

3) ¢-sectors are defined between the outer chambers and the intersection

region; traversed counters and inner-chamber spacepoints are located

in these sectors. All tracks exiting the detector must have at least

one spacepoint in the inner chambers; tracks going forward must have

at least two spacepoints in the inner chambers. At least two

acceptable tracks must be present.

4) Precise spacepoints are constructed in the outer chambers using the

detector survey and TDC calibrations. A straight line is fit through

these points, and cuts are made on the resulting X2

*) The phase "outer chambers" refers to the double chamber layer surrounding
the periphery of the magnet outside of the D-hodoscope (see Figs. III-1
and III-3). The phrase "inner chambers" refers to the muon detection
chambers sandwiched between the magnet yokes, and does not include
chambers of the vertex detector (sometimes called "inner detector") or
Naples telescopes; these chambers are always named more explicitly.
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5) Spacepoints within the -sectors defined in paragraph 3 are once more

located, however a more detailed reconstruction is attempted, and

stricter cuts are imposed on the location of these spacepoints to

reduce accidentals, "chimney" events (see Fig. III-5), and

unfittable events.

6) Circles are constructed between the outer-chamber spacepoints and the

interaction region. Loose cuts are made to insure that the

spacepoints associated with candidate tracks are also consistent in

the direction. The CDC Pass 1 accepts 0.2% of all raw triggers.

b) Pass 2

The CDC Pass 2 performs the detailed momentum fit and makes additional

quality checks via the procedure detailed below:

1) A vertex search (see part (b) of Sec III-2) is initiated, and events

without verticies are rejected. The Pass 1 cuts listed above are

re-applied with slightly stricter tolerances.

2) An initial momentum value is assumed, and starting from the line

fit through the outer chambers, candidate muon tracks are "swam"

through the detector and magnetic field toward the interaction

region. This "swimming" is done in 10 cm. steps, and errors due to

multiple scattering, energy loss, etc. are updated after each step.

A weighted X2 is calculated from the inner-chamber spacepoints and

vertex, as sketched in Eq. III-5. An iterativeX 2 minimization

program is used to determine the optimum fit; the track is re-swam

after each new momentum adjustment, until the X2 minimum is reached.

These methods are quite alien to those imposed by the IBM package;

chamber weighting, calculation of energy loss, and the basic

fitting methods are totally different.

3) Muons appearing back-to-back(coseO1< -0.96) are assumed due to

cosmic rays and are eliminated. The position intercepted along

D-counters traversed by the track is estimated and required to be

consistent with the value derived from counter timing. All events

with both tracks traversing the D-hodoscope and having < 8 nsec.

TOF difference across the detector are assumed accidental and

rejected.

80% of the input Pass 1 events are approved and fitted by the CDC Pass 2.
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c) Pass 3 and beyond.....

The CDC Pass 3 program reads the Pass 2 output tapes, imposes X2

-maximum cuts on the momentum fits, and runs further checks for cosmic

rays, consistent spacepoint locations, etc. as described in (b) and (c)

above. Kinematic parameters are calculated via the fitted momenta, events

of different sign are separated, and a paired-background data sample is

generated, normalized, and subtracted from the unlike-sign data (as in

Secs. III-4 and III-6).

Monte-Carlo events (from a totally different Monte-Carlo generating

program then described earlier) are fitted by Pass 2, run through the

Pass 3 cuts, and packed into a multi-dimensional histogram. The data

fits are attempted by re-weighting the fitted Monte-Carlo events to an

assumed production-model (the form of Eq. III-7 is used), and varying the

weighting parameters until the Monte-Carlo distributions match those of the

data-background. This differs from the approach employed by the IBM

package, where fits are made to the final cross-sections in Pass 6 based

on acceptances constructed in Pass 5 with static weighting parameters.

The cross-sections are derived in the CDC Pass 3 from acceptances

calculated by weighting the Monte-Carlo to the final parameters output

from the data fits, and dividing by the generated distribution (as in

Eq. III-8).

AIII-2) The Averaging Process

The results of both analysis chains were compared in Sec. III-8.

To account for any systematic differences in XF, Pt and coseO

distributions over the selected mass intervals, the cross-sections were

averaged together bin-by-bin. The IBM and CDC results were given equal

weight. If one analysis was missing a point (due to lack of statistics),

the results of the other analysis were used unaltered.

In summary, the cross-sections were averaged as:

<d/dX> = [d/d(IBM) + d/dX (CDC)]

<Ec> = r,( 
2 2 )/2((IBM) + (CDC)

Due to good normalization agreement, the IBM results are used

unaltered for dcr/dm.
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APPENDIX IV SEARCH FOR EVIDENCE OF THE 2 PROCESS

Figure AIV-1 shows the distributions of charged particle

multiplicity associated with the muon pairs. The inner (vertex) detector

and forward telescopes were described in Sec. II-1. Only tracks in the

inner detector are examined (7° < e < 171°), tracks found in the forward

telescopes are not counted. The data includes all events with m < 15 GeV
1)

and t < 5 GeV, and has not been corrected for vertex detector acceptance.

If at least one charged track is within 200 mrad, of a muon track (as

extrapolated from the momentum fit), it is considered "linked" to the muon,

and the multiplicity count is decremented by 1. In this way, contribution

from the muon pair is subtracted from the multiplicity count, and we plot

"multiplicity minus muons" in Fig. AIV-1.

There are an average of 3.6 spacepoints per charged track. We require

at least one spacepoint in the chambers of the vertex detector to be

within 10 cm. of each extrapolated muon track. Runs with average hadron

multiplicities of under 4 tracks/event were eliminated, as well as events

suffering from excessive noise in the chambers. We require:

#spacepoints < (4 .75)'#tracks + 16

for each event. This cut was derived by examining the distribution of

total spacepoints in the vertex detector chambers vs. the number of

constructed tracks.

The average multiplicities have been estimated.from the histograms in

Fig. AIV-1. At 62 GeV, we find (with muons subtracted) < N > = 10.6 for

the p P data ( < N > = 12.5 for like sign background), and at 44 GeV, we

see < N > = 9.0 for the p WP data ( < N > = 10.6 for like sign background).

In Fig. IV-14 (a), an enchancement can be noticed at zero multiplicity;

ie. an excess of dimuon events produced without any observed hadrons. This

enhancement is not significantly present in the 44 GeV data (Fig. AIV-1 (b)).

or like sign distributions.

Over 90% of all events having under 3 charged tracks (not incl. muons)

in the inner detector have no vertex. This reduces the efficiency of the

track-finding program. To ascertain the effects of inefficiency upon low

multiplicity candidates, pictures of the inner-detector were manually

scanned for these events. Vertices were estimated, and any extra hadron
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tracks missed by the analysis program were recovered and counted. Pictures

of the outer detector were made for the clean hadronless events (see

Fig. AIV-2), and 90% were found to be bona-fide dimuons. The multiplicity

_2)plot resulting from this scan still shows an excess of hadronless events.

Figure AIV-3 shows the multiplicity-minus-muons distribution for the

62 GeV p data, with tracks in the forward telescopes (10 < e < 30°)

included. We find < N > = 12.3 from this distribution ( 1.7 tracks

added per event). The vertex-finding efficiency rises from 90% to 97% with

the inclusion of the telescope data in the analysis. This reduces

contamination from inefficiency in lower multiplicity events, and the

enhancement of the hadronless bin is seen even more clearly.

An explanation for this effect has been proposed ) in which the

hadronless dimuons arise from the elastic 2y process, as sketched in Fig.

I-4. Calculations2 '3) have indicated that the scattered protons will

remain in the beamline over the distance covered by the inner chambers and

telescopes, resulting in the appearance of a "hadronless" event. Based on

2y Monte-Carlo simulations, 4 ) a sample of 70 elastic 2y events are

expected to be accepted by the detector over the luminosity accumulated at

62 GeV. This is in approximate agreement with the 100 hadronless event

excess found in Fig. AIV-3 and the event scan. The growth of the 2y

process with [ln(s)] 3 predicts4 ) a 30% reduction of the hadronless excess

at vs = 44 GeV, which may support the lack of hadronless events in

Fig. AIV-1 (b).

Weighting our Monte-Carlo to be predicted 2y production

characteristics,' 4 ) we show the mass spectrum of the generated and accepted

2y events in Fig. AIV-4 (a). Due to the acceptance cutoff at low mass, the

fitted event distribution peaks at m = 5 GeV and falls rapidly with

decreasing mass, despite the exponential rise in the generated spectrum as

m -+ 0. In Fig. AIV-4 (b), we compare the fitted 2y Monte-Carlo mass

distribution (dashed line) with that of the actual hadronless event sample

(data points). The hadronless events rise to a peak at m = 3 GeV, which is

not exhibited by the 2y Monte-Carlo. The higher multiplicity data (solid

line) also shows the peak at m=3 GeV, which is understood to arise from

J + P I . Because of charge-conjugation invariance, the J can not be

produced directly by the 2y process. Insufficient statistics exist beyond

the J region (m > 4.5 GeV) to enable a significant comparison between
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hadronless events, 2y Monte-Carlo events, and higher multiplicity events.

Thus the sample of hadronless events obtained at 62 GeV appears to be

dominated by J + V , and shows no evidence of 2y production

characteristics which can be significantly discerned from the spectra of

higher multiplicity data.
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FIGURE AIV-2 A TYPEiCAL HADRONLESS EVENT
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Side View
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Rear View
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Both muons are "linked" with tracks and/or spacepoints in the inner

detector. This event should be compared with a standard event (as in

Fig. II-6), where much more activity is present in the vertex detector.
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FIGURE AIV-3
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Charged particle multiplicity distribution (muons subtracted) for the
unlike-sign data at V = 62 GeV, including tracks found in the forward
telescopes. The excess of hadronless events can be seen more clearly
due to the increase in vertex-finding (hence track-finding) efficency.
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FIGURE AIV-4
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